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Abstract
Biased sex ratios pose a fundamental question in evolutionary ecology.
Populations are expected to have equal numbers of males and females when each
offspring is produced from one mother and one father with equal genetic contributions. In
mountain pine beetles (MPB), Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins, consistent reports of
female-biased adult sex ratios (2:1 F:M) demand explanation. I investigated whether
adult sex ratios of MPB reflected initial investment or became biased through adaptive or
non-adaptive processes.
Differential mortality is a potentially non-adaptive process that could bias sex
ratios at later life stages, an idea often invoked to explain female-biased adult sex ratios
in this system. However, Fisher noted that if mortality occurs during parental investment,
selection will act to bias the primary sex ratio towards the sex with higher mortality,
achieving an evolutionary stable state where expenditure to each sex is equal. Individual
allocation strategies may differ depending on maternal condition. In insects, daughters
were expected to benefit more from increased investment because of the strong
relationship between body size and fecundity.
Through genotyping of eggs from individual broods reared in the laboratory, I
found that primary sex ratios of MPB were male-biased (~1:0.86). Male-biased primary
sex ratios were counter to expectations if the sex-ratio distorter Wolbachia was acting in
the system; Wolbachia was not detected in a screen of ten populations. Female-biased
adult sex ratios arose from subsequent male-biased mortality, observed in both
laboratory-reared broods and in experimentally manipulated overwintering field
populations. Moreover, condition-dependent allocation occurred, but was counter to
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expectations, with larger females producing more males than did smaller females. Larger
mothers produced larger eggs that experienced less male mortality. In this case, larger
mothers gain more from investing in the rare sex than investing in daughters.
Given male-biased developmental mortality, a male-biased primary sex ratio is
consistent with Fisher’s theory of equal investment favouring the sex with greater
mortality during parental investment. Further, differential mortality of the sexes is a
strong selective force to which condition-dependent sex allocation may respond more
strongly than increases in body size.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Sex Ratio Theory
Darwin speculated on the forces shaping population sex ratios in the first edition
of On the Origin of Species, but retracted his rationale in later editions, leaving the torch
to be taken up by subsequent generations of evolutionary ecologists (Darwin, 1871;
Darwin, 1874; Edwards, 2000). Although Darwin’s verbal reasoning was preceded by a
mathematical explanation by Carl Düsing, it was Fisher’s (1930) qualitative argument for
equal investment that became the foundation of sex ratio theory, inspiring both
mathematical models and empirical tests (Edwards, 2000; West, 2009).
Populations are generally expected to have equal numbers of females and males
when each offspring is produced from one mother and one father, such that both sexes
have equal genetic contribution and thus reproductive value (Fisher, 1930). Fisher’s
principle has two main tenets (West, 2009). First, the reproductive value (the fraction of
genetic contribution by an individual in a future generation) of each sex depends on the
adult sex ratio of the population, where the rare sex has higher reproductive value and
selection will, thus, favour individuals who produce more of the rare sex. Second, if each
sex is equally costly to produce, the population sex ratio should be 1:1. However, if there
are differential costs of producing each sex, the population sex ratio should evolve to an
evolutionary stable strategy where the total investment in each sex is equal.
Fisher identified that negative frequency-dependent selection would drive
populations towards equal sex ratios, but he did not clearly outline all of the assumptions
that led to his null model. Inference about and development of the assumptions
1

underlying Fisher’s principle have been extensive, and this set of assumptions has been
clarified and reiterated with some variation (Hamilton, 1967; Frank, 1987; Bull &
Charnov, 1988; West, 2009). Bull and Charnov (1988) outlined the following set of
assumptions:
1. Two separate sexes
2. Each offspring has a mother and a father
3. Alleles follow Mendelian segregation and influence investment
4. One parent controls sex ratio (and also the number of offspring)
5. Fixed resources and additive costs of offspring production
6. Random mating in infinitely large populations
7. Linear trade-offs between production of sons and daughters and constant fitness
of each sex
Violations of any one of these assumptions can alter the 1:1 prediction, and have led to
the development of an abundance of variations on the central model, with new testable
predictions.
Many populations deviate from the expected 1:1 ratio of females to males, and a
large body of work has been conducted to understand the processes underlying these
deviations (Charnov, 1982; West, 2009). Various factors could cause biased sex ratios
and their role depends on the stage at which sex ratios are measured. Selection should
optimize primary sex ratios, at fertilization or conception, but these are difficult to
measure and so secondary sex ratios, at the end of the investment period (e.g. birth,
hatching or weaning), and tertiary (adult) sex ratios are more commonly reported.
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Secondary or tertiary sex ratios may not necessarily reflect the initial investment if other
factors have subsequently altered the sex ratio.

Sex Ratio Distorters
Primary sex ratios may be determined or changed soon after egg laying by
processes that are not adaptive for the parent. Sex ratios may be affected by the selfish
interests of genetic elements acting in conflict with their host and violating the third and
fourth assumptions of Fisher’s principle. Meiotic drive of the X or Y sex chromosomes
can quickly spread through a population, biasing sex ratios, and potentially driving
populations to extinction (Hamilton, 1967). Cytoplasmic factors such as microsporidia or
the bacteria Spiroplasma, Cardinium or Wolbachia can cause extreme sex ratio biases
through a variety of mechanisms including feminizing, cytoplasmic incompatibility and
male killing (Engelstadter & Hurst, 2009). Thus, observed sex ratios of infected
populations or individuals reflect the effects of the distorter and not the initial investment
by parents.

Differential Mortality
Although differential mortality caused by external factors may proximately bias
secondary and teritary sex ratios, biased mortality may also be the ultimate cause of
deviations in primary sex ratios. Differential mortality of the sexes that occurs during the
investment period can result in selection for sex ratio adjustment in order to equalize
expenditure on each sex (Fisher, 1930; Bodmer & Edwards, 1960; Kolman, 1960). As
noted earlier, difference in the cost of producing a daughter or a son can lead to a stable
3

state in which the primary sex ratio is biased towards the less costly sex (Fisher, 1930;
Maynard Smith, 1980). During the investment period, any sex bias in offspring mortality
will reduce the total amount allocated to that sex. To equalize allocation to each sex,
selection is expected to shift the primary sex ratio in favour of the sex with greater
mortality. This produces primary sex ratios, at conception, that are biased towards the sex
experiencing higher mortality, but secondary sex ratios that are biased towards the sex
with higher survival. The favoured primary sex ratio is the one that equalizes expenditure
over the entire period of investment. Although a few dynamic tests of this principle have
shown support for equal investment, many study systems do not meet the assumptions
required to test Fisher’s principle and few have attempted to test the effect of differential
mortality (West, 2009).
Defining the investment period will determine whether differential mortality will
affect sex allocation. The investment period is defined as an interval during which
allocation decisions do not affect the relative returns on individuals in another interval
(Frank, 1987). All brood laid in a single location and at the same time are considered to
be of the same investment period (Frank, 1987). A two-sex model in which siblings
compete and mortality of one sex leaves remaining resources available for the surviving
sex suggests that in order to equalize allocation to each sex, mothers should bias
investment towards the sex with greater mortality (Kahn et al., 2015).

Condition-Dependent Investment
While Fisher’s principle addresses expectations for population sex ratios, sex
allocation strategies by individual females may vary depending on condition of a female
4

at the time of reproduction. In a seminal contribution, Trivers and Willard (1973)
proposed the idea that an increasing availability of resources for reproduction by mothers
will select for allocation to the sex that will provide a relatively greater return on resource
investment. They outlined an example wherein male-male competition for mating
opportunities results in a relatively greater return on investment from producing a large
son, who will have higher reproductive success, than a large daughter. Because
reproductive variance is generally considered to be greater in males due to multiple
mating by males and relatively greater allocation to reproduction by females (Bateman,
1948), increased investment in males is expected to provide greater return on investment.
However, the relative difference in reproductive allocation between mothers and fathers
can be lessened through paternal care or nuptial gifts (Gwynne & Brown, 1994).
Monogamous mating or mutual mate choice also help to equalize the reproductive
variance between the sexes (Trivers, 1972). Further, when offspring quality is determined
by the mother, but not the father, high quality mothers should allocate more to daughters
(Leimar, 1996). The relative variation in reproductive value of males and females in
response to environmental characteristics will determine which sex has a greater return
on investment (Leimar, 1996). In insects, females likely benefit more than males from an
increase in investment because of the strong positive relationship between body size and
fecundity (Honek, 1993). Thus, mothers who can invest more into daughters should also
have granddaughters with high reproductive success (Leimar, 1996).
The Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis has received inconsistent support from
tests on ungulates, birds and haplo-diploid organisms (reviewed in Hewison & Gaillard,
1999; West & Sheldon, 2002; Sheldon & West, 2004; West, 2009), and many
5

assumptions of fitness consequences of maternal state and sex allocation remain to be
tested. In particular, three assumptions underlying the Trivers and Willard hypothesis are
(as summarized by Hewison & Gaillard, 1999): 1) high-quality mothers invest more into
reproduction than low-quality mothers, allowing them to produce high-quality offspring;
2) offspring quality persists to adulthood; and 3) increased investment affects one sex
more than the other. These three assumptions have rarely been tested in a single system.
In this thesis, I investigated patterns and causes of differential mortality, testing
for Fisher’s principle of equal investment at the population level and examining
individual strategies for condition dependent investment in mountain pine beetle,
Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera: Curculionidae). I sought to explain
female-biased sex ratios that have been previously attributed to differential male
mortality during development, in the absence of strong supporting evidence.

Overview of the Study System
Mountain pine beetle (MPB) is a major forest pest in western North America
whose reproductive strategy causes death of susceptible pine, Pinus spp. (Safranyik &
Wilson, 2006). MPB have chromosomal sex determination and heterogametic males
(Lanier & Wood, 1968a; Keeling et al., 2013). Females are the pioneering sex, selecting
host trees in which to reproduce. When population densities increase, females switch
from attacking weak or dying trees to overwhelming defenses of healthy trees by
attacking en masse (Raffa & Berryman, 1983). More females in a population may allow
for increased attack success. Females initiate egg galleries in the phloem, and other
females and males join the attack in progress by following pheromone signals (Safranyik
6

& Carroll, 2006). A male gains access to a female's gallery through mutual mate choice,
mediated in part by male-specific stridulation (Lyon, 1958), with size-dependent
choosiness by both sexes (Reid & Baruch, 2010). Although parental males can emerge
from a gallery to seek additional mates, approximately 40% of males remain during
oviposition and contribute to gallery excavation by moving phloem, apparently
improving reproductive success of their offspring (Rasmussen, 1974; Amman & Bartos,
1991) and possibly guarding their paternity or defending against predators.
After mating, females continue to construct vertical, linear egg galleries in the
phloem, parallel to other female egg galleries (Hopkins, 1909). Eggs are oviposited in
niches along the sides of the gallery at a rate of 0.1-1 eggs/cm, depending on phloem
thickness and the density of other maternal egg galleries (Amman & Pasek, 1986). Eggs
hatch and larvae consume both phloem and fungi as sources of nutrition (Adams & Six,
2007). For MPB, the investment period includes all the eggs laid in a single maternal
gallery. The investment period is defined as a reproductive bout in which the offspring
produced will have an effect on the siblings sharing the resources (Frank, 1987). Any
developmental mortality will cause the portion of phloem allocated to one offspring to
become available to nearby siblings, decreasing the relative amount of resources
allocated to the sex experiencing greater mortality (Kahn et al., 2015). Mortality that
occurs during the period of parental investment may in turn cause selection on the
primary sex ratio (Fisher, 1930). Thus the period of parental investment ends when larvae
cease to feed on phloem resources allocated by their mother. Phloem thickness, egg
gallery density, egg density, and larval survival all contribute to the extent of competition
with neighbouring larvae (Amman, 1972; Amman & Pace, 1976b; Amman & Pasek,
7

1986). Offspring typically overwinter as larvae in a cold-hardened state, during which
they often experience high rates of mortality (Bentz & Mullins, 1999). Development
resumes in the spring, and offspring emerge from their natal tree as adults to seek out a
new tree in which to reproduce (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006).
Previous studies of MPB have consistently reported female-biased population sex
ratios upon emergence of adults from their natal tree. Based on 25 studies reporting 153
measures of adult sex ratio in MPB populations (M.L. Reid and students, University of
Calgary, unpublished data), the adult sex ratio of MPB is generally female-biased at
approximately 2:1 females:males (mean ± 95 % CI: 63.9 ± 1.3 % female, Figure 1.1).
Female MPB tend to be larger than males (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006), apparently
exacerbating the bias in investment, however this sexual size dimorphism is likely largely
genetic.
Early experts on MPB suggested male-biased mortality during development as a
likely explanation for female-biased adult sex ratios (McGhehey, 1969; Cole et al.,
1976b). However, the hypothesis of differential mortality during development has not
been explicitly tested. Two previous studies demonstrated that mortality of emerged
adults held in containers in cold storage was male-biased (Watson, 1971; Safranyik,
1976). The observed male-biased mortality of adults raises the possibility of a similar
bias in mortality during development, which would produce the typical female sex ratio
bias of newly emerged adults. In a two year study of emergence in field populations,
despite greater trapping efforts, the year that had fewer beetles emerge had adult sex
ratios that were more female biased (Safranyik & Jahren, 1970a). Although this suggests
greater male mortality due to overwintering conditions, the authors did not directly
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measure mortality or account for differences in habitat quality or reproductive effort.
Another study found that across a number of years and locations, adult sex ratios were
equal in the largest trees and became increasingly female-biased as tree diameter
decreased (Cole et al., 1976b). These limited studies are consistent with male mortality,
but they did not explicitly test mortality during development, nor did they exclude other
processes that could yield the same patterns.
Cytoplasmic sex ratio distorters are another mechanism that can bias sex ratios of
their host and are commonly found in insects (Hilgenboecker et al., 2008). One such
distorter is the bacteria Wolbachia. Maternally inherited through the female host's egg
cytoplasm, Wolbachia favour their own transmission by causing male mortality and
reducing within-brood competition experienced by infected female offspring (Werren,
1997). Wolbachia infection is one possible cause of male-biased mortality and is of
interest not only because of its abilty to bias sex ratio and cause cytoplasmic
incompatibility, but also because of its potential as a biocontrol agent (Floate et al.,
2006). Wolbachia has been shown to play a role in the sex ratio bias observed in other
bark beetle species (Vega et al., 2002; Peer & Taborsky, 2005; Zchori-Fein et al., 2006;
Arthofer et al., 2009). With only a single previous detection in MPB (Bracewell, 2009), I
sought to determine whether Wolbachia infection contributes to female-biased sex ratios.
Given a sex ratio of 64% female of adults at emergence, if Wolbachia caused complete
mortality of males in infected broods, population prevalence of Wolbachia infection
would be expected to be about 48%.
Other factors may influence differential mortality. Female-biased sexual size
dimorphism may allow females to outcompete males at scramble competition for phloem
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resources. Alternatively, in cases where having more females in the population is
advantageous, such as in MPB where females are the pioneering sex, female
demographic dominance may select for use of environments where females have greater
survival (Harts et al., 2014).
The mating system of MPB is likely to affect the reproductive value of each sex.
Because females are pioneers, they may experience greater mortality upon arrival at the
host tree due to tree defences (Amman, 1980) thereby equalizing the sex ratio compared
to that upon emergence. Further, Trivers (1972) suggests reproductive variance between
males and females would be reduced in MPB as both sexes are polygamous (Janes et al.,
2016), exercise mutual mate choice (Reid & Baruch, 2010), and benefit from prolonged
associations between males and females (Rasmussen, 1974; Amman & Bartos, 1991).
Unlike the example from the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis, there is no clear
reason to expect males will benefit disproportionately from greater investment. Further,
the strong relationship between maternal body size and egg size and number (Manning &
Reid, 2013) suggests increased investment in females will provide greater fitness returns.
If condition-dependent body size causes female reproductive value to vary more
than that of males, mothers in good condition are expected to allocate more to daughters
than sons (Leimar, 1996). In MPB, investment in female offspring might be biased
through greater production of female eggs, greater allocation to each female egg, or
through the placement of female eggs in better habitat. Egg size and laying pattern may
affect embryo survival, where male-biased mortality results in female-biased sex ratios at
the adult stage. Greater investment by high quality mothers should be reflected in the
survival and size of adult offspring. If differential sex allocation causes female-biased
10

secondary sex ratios, then primary sex ratios or allocation are expected to be similarly
female-biased.

Thesis Overview
The goal of this thesis is to identify both the proximate mechanisms and ultimate
causes of the female bias in sex ratios at emergence observed in populations of adult
mountain pine beetles. I tested the hypotheses that female-biased sex ratios in adult MPB
are caused by (A) a common sex-ratio distorter, Wolbachia, (B) male-biased mortality,
and (C) condition-dependent investment (predictions summarized in Table 1.1). The
latter, condition-dependent investment, acts on individual primary sex ratios to optimize
fitness under different environmental or maternal conditions. Male-biased mortality may
be a response to environmental or maternal conditions and thus it is important to note that
these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive; greater male-biased mortality might occur if
mothers bias investment to produce larger female eggs. I tested these hypotheses with
observational and experimental studies in the field and lab, observing primary and
secondary sex ratios at both the population and individual brood levels. In particular, the
remaining chapters describe the following aspects of MPB sex ratios:

Chapter 2: Testing populations for a cytoplasmic sex ratio distorter, Wolbachia
In Chapter 2 I screened ten populations for Wolbachia infection. Chapter 2 is
published as Lachowsky, L.E., Lalonde, R.G., & Reid, M.L. (2015) Can Wolbachia
(Rickettsiaceae) explain female-biased sex ratios in mountain pine beetles (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae)? The Canadian Entomologist, 147:732-736. Metadata are included as an
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appendix and are organized according to Ecological Metadata Principles (APPENDIX A:
Table A.1). All three authors contributed to the experimental design, DNA extraction and
PCR preparation. RGL scored the PCR results. LEL collected and analysed the data and
wrote the manuscript. RGL and MLR advised on all stages of the study and edited the
manuscript.

Chapter 3: Geographic variation in population sex ratios
In Chapter 3, I assessed the relation of geographical variation in sex ratios to
habitat quality. Specifically, I tested the hypothesis that female-biased sex ratios should
predominate in good-quality habitats, if female offspring benefit more from good
conditions. I also explored whether differential mortality during development shaped
population sex ratios.
Chapter 4: Overwintering mortality and adult sex ratios
In Chapter 4 I tested a possible extrinsic cause of female-biased sex ratios in MPB,
namely differential overwinter mortality of males. I experimentally manipulated
overwintering conditions, creating three treatment groups that differed in their cold
exposure. Chapter 4 is published as Lachowsky, L.E. & Reid, M.L. (2014) Developmental
mortality increases sex-ratio bias of a size-dimorphic bark beetle. Ecological
Entomology, 39:300-308. Metadata are included as an appendix and are organized
according to Ecological Metadata Principles (APPENDIX B: Table B.1, Table B.2). On a
frosty day in December 2008 both authors prepared logs in the field for the three
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treatments. LEL designed the experiment, collected and analysed the data and wrote the
manuscript. MLR advised on all stages of the study and edited the manuscript.

Chapter 5: Sex allocation in individual broods
Selection acts to optimize phenotypes to maximize individual fitness and thus in
Chapter 5 I examine individual reproductive strategies. To test the differential-mortality
and condition-dependent investment hypotheses, I reared individual MPB broods in the
lab to study sex allocation, developmental mortality, offspring productivity and
subsequent sex ratios. I tested assumptions of the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis
and used them to test predictions about sex allocation in MPB.

Chapter 6: Conclusion
In the final chapter I integrate the results from each data chapter and highlight the
major findings and implications of this thesis. I suggest future directions for mountain
pine beetle and sex ratio research in general.

Summary
The studies described herein test sex ratios of mountain pine beetles in response
to 1) differential mortality as a proximate mechanism due to extrinsic and intrinsic
factors, 2) condition-dependent investment as an adaptive cause, and 3) adaptive
allocation in response to differential mortality during parental investment. Conducted at
the population and individual brood levels, each chapter provides additional insight into
processes shaping sex-allocation strategies in this fascinating bark beetle. Understanding
13

the proximate and ultimate causes of biased sex ratios will help elucidate the factors
shaping sex ratio and the impact on population dynamics. In general this study tests
Fisher’s (1930) principle of equal investment and Trivers and Willard’s (1973) conditiondependent hypothesis in a polygamous and highly fecund invertebrate with diplodiploid
chromosomal sex determination. This research aims to better understand the reproductive
biology of a major forest pest that has caused extensive tree mortality of mature pines in
western North America.
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Table 1.1. Predicted primary and secondary sex ratios of mountain pine beetles for the
differential mortality and condition-dependent investment hypotheses.
Primary
sex ratio (1°)
!

Differential proximate mechanism
Male
Mortality Fisher's principle A,B,C

equal

female-biased

male-biased

female-biased

If sons are more strongly Poor* female-biased
influenced by increased
D,E
Good* male-biased
Condition- investment
Dependent
Investment If daughters are more
Poor* male-biased
strongly influenced by
increased investment E Good* female-biased
A

Secondary
sex ratio (2°)

female-biased
male-biased
male-biased
female-biased

Fisher (1930)
Kahn et al. (2015)PHD
C
Schindler et al. (2015)
D
Offspring reproductive success in the case of the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis
E
Offspring reproductive value in the case of the Leimar (1996)
* “Poor” and “Good” indicate maternal or environmental quality at the time of
reproduction.
B
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Figure 1.1 The distribution of 153 measures of population sex ratios of adult mountain
pine beetles reported in 25 published sources (Reid, 1958a, 1962a; McGhehey, 1969;
Safranyik & Jahren, 1970b, a; Watson, 1971; Gray et al., 1972; Amman & Rasmussen,
1974; Rasmussen, 1974; Billings & Gara, 1975; Amman & Pace, 1976a; Cole et al.,
1976a; Safranyik, 1976; Amman, 1980; Rasmussen, 1980; Amman, 1982; Whitney &
Spanier, 1982; Amman, 1984; Safranyik & Linton, 1985; Safranyik & Whitney, 1985;
Amman & Pasek, 1986; Langor, 1989; Amman & Bartos, 1991; Safranyik & Linton,
1993; Cerezke, 1995) compiled by M.L. Reid and students, University of Calgary. The
grey line indicates the mean. The black dashed line indicates an equal sex ratio.
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CHAPTER 2: DO WOLBACHIA EXPLAIN FEMALE-BIASED SEX RATIOS IN
MOUNTAIN PINE BEETLES?1

Introduction
Mountain pine beetles, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Scolytinae), a major forest pest in western North America, tend to have
female-biased sex ratios (Figure 1.1; (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006). In insects, a common
mechanism of sex-ratio distortion is the endosymbiont Wolbachia Hertig (Rickettsiales:
Rickettsiaceae), estimated to infect 66% of arthropod species (Hilgenboecker et al.,
2008). Wolbachia can cause infected insects to produce strongly female-biased broods by
killing male offspring early in development (Fialho & Stevens, 2000; Stouthamer et al.,
2002). The presence or absence of infection in populations can produce geographic
variation in population sex ratios (Charlat et al., 2005). Prevalence within populations,
which tends to be either greater than 90% or below 10% (Hilgenboecker et al., 2008),
will affect the extent to which the population sex-ratio is biased. However, the ability to
suppress infection may evolve in infected populations, returning sex ratios to equality
(Hornett et al., 2006), whereas naïve populations, without resistance, will display strongly
female-biased sex ratios if male-killing Wolbachia is introduced (Veneti et al., 2004).

1

Lachowsky, L.E., Lalonde, R.G., & Reid, M.L. (2015) Can Wolbachia (Rickettsiaceae) explain femalebiased sex ratios in mountain pine beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae)? The Canadian
Entomologist, 147:732-736.
Metadata are included as an appendix and are organized according to Ecological Metadata Principles
(APPENDIX A: Table A.1).
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Recent dispersal or isolated populations may affect the sex ratio patterns observed due to
different levels of infection (Charlat et al., 2005).
Wolbachia has been detected in a number of beetle species, causing female-biased
sex ratios through male killing (Hurst et al., 1999; Fialho & Stevens, 2000) or infertility
through cytoplasmic incompatibility between individuals carrying different strains
(Kondo et al., 2002; Keller et al., 2004). The possibility of male-killing cytoplasmic
factors has been suggested as a cause of sex-ratio bias in bark beetles (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Scolytinae), namely Orthotomicus latidens (LeConte) (Lanier & Oliver,
1966) and Dendroctonus jeffreyi Hopkins (Lanier & Wood, 1968b). Wolbachia has since
been detected in the following scolytines: Hypothenemus hampei (Ferrari) (Vega et al.,
2002), Xylosandrus germanus (Blandford) (Peer & Taborsky, 2005), Coccotrypes
dactyliperda (Fabricius) (Zchori-Fein et al., 2006), and Pityogenes chalcographus
(Linnaeus) (Arthofer et al., 2009). In mountain pine beetles, Wolbachia has been
investigated in relation to cytoplasmic incompatibility, but no evidence of this
mechanism was found (Bracewell et al., 2010), although Wolbachia was detected in two
individuals (Bracewell, 2009). To the best of my knowledge, Wolbachia has not been
investigated in mountain pine beetles with respect to sex-ratio distortion through male
killing.
Wolbachia has been studied for potential use in biological control of insect pests
(reviewed in (Floate et al., 2006). If Wolbachia acts as a male killer early in development,
it would greatly reduce the effective population size (Engelstadter, 2010). However,
given that female mountain pine beetles are the pioneering sex and mass attack by
females is required to overcome healthy host trees, Wolbachia-induced biases in sex
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ratios could have important implications for both attack success and population growth,
particularly when populations of this pest species are small.
I screened 10 populations of mountain pine beetle to test for infection as a
proximate mechanism of female-biased sex ratios. Although MPB from these stands are
likely genetically indistinct (Samarasekera et al., 2012; Janes et al., 2014), differences in
the prevalence of infection could affect the extent of biases in sex ratio. I expected
female-biased sex ratios to be more extreme in populations with greater prevalence of
Wolbachia infection.

Methods
Mountain pine beetles were collected from naturally attacked lodgepole pine
trees, Pinus contorta var. latifolia Engelmann (Pinaceae), in southeast British Columbia
and southwest Alberta, Canada (Table 1). Five regions were studied, with beetles
collected at two sites per region. The continental divide marks the provincial boundaries
in the regions studied, with three regions west and two east of the continental divide.
Southern British Columbia has experienced repeated outbreaks over the last 120 years
(Taylor et al., 2006) while in Alberta, MPB have been restricted to forests in the
southwest until more recently (Cullingham et al., 2011). At sites in Kananaskis, logs were
cut from naturally attacked trees in which beetle larvae overwintered. Logs were
retrieved in spring 2008 and 2009 from Nakiska and Sparrowhawk respectively and were
moved to the laboratory and enclosed to collect beetles as they emerged. For all other
sites beetles were collected using traps placed directly on standing trees in summer 2008.
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The sex ratio was assessed for each tree at each site (n = 75 trees). Sex was
determined according to the presence of a stridulation organ on the enlarged seventh
tergite of male beetles (Lyon, 1958). I used a generalised linear model (PROC
GENMOD; SAS 9.2; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, United States of America)
with a binomial error distribution and logit link function to analyse sex ratio as a function
of province, region nested within province, and site nested within province and region as
fixed factors. Sex ratios differed at each level: (Province: !2 1,65 = 9.65, P = 0.0019;
Region within Province: !2 3,65 = 47.16, P < 0.0001; Site within Region: !2 5,65 = 38.01, P
< 0.0001, Table 1). Population sex-ratios tended to be female-biased, being more femalebiased at Alberta sites than at British Columbia sites (% female: 61.7 ± 0.9 and 56.4 ± 1.4
respectively). The Kananaskis region in Alberta was significantly more female biased
than the other four regions in Alberta, according to a Tukey-Kramer post hoc test.
To screen populations for Wolbachia infection, I randomly selected one female
from each tree at each site and one male from each site (females n = 75, males n = 10).
Although Wolbachia is maternally inherited, males may carry Wolbachia and mating
with an individual carrying a different strain can cause cytoplasmic incompatibility
(Kondo et al., 2002). Beetles were stored individually at -18 °C until screened. Beetles
were cleaned of external mites and DNA was extracted using a DNeasy Blood & Tissue
Kit (Qiagen, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Trichomalopsis sarcophagae (Gahan)
(Hymenoptera: Pteromalidae) wasps infected with Wolbachia pipientis Hertig were used
as positive controls and uninfected wasps were used as negative controls. Controls were
obtained from K.D. Floate at the Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada Research Centre in
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada.
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Primers for the Wolbachia surface protein, wsp 81F and wsp 691R, were used to
test for infection (Zhou et al., 1998). These wsp primers are general and can amplify
multiple strains within 10 of 12 supergroups of Wolbachia, with expected fragment sizes
of 590 to 632 base pairs, depending on the strain amplified (Zhou et al., 1998; Simões et
al., 2011). These primers have been used to detect Wolbachia in other bark beetle species
(Vega et al., 2002; Zchori-Fein et al., 2006; Arthofer et al., 2009). To confirm DNA
extraction, Wolbachia-specific primers were used in combination with arthropod-specific
primers (CO1: LCO1490 and HCO2198) with an expected fragment size of 710 base
pairs (Folmer et al., 1994). Amplification was done separately for the Wolbachia and the
CO1 assay in 25 µL reactions containing the two primers for each, a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) ready bead (Illustra Pure Taq Ready-to-go from GE Healthcare Life
Sciences, Baie d’Urfé, Québec, Canada) and 2 µL of extracted DNA at 94 ˚C for 2 min,
30 cycles of 94 ˚C for 30 s, 55 ˚C for 45 s, 72 ˚C for 1 min, with a final extension at 72
˚C for 10 min. Banding patterns were visualised on a 2% agarose gel containing SybrSafe
fluorescent DNA stain.
DNA extraction was successful, as bands were observed for the arthropodspecific primers at the same height as for the negative controls. Positive controls showed
bands for both the arthropod-specific primers and Wolbachia-specific primers.

Results and Discussion
Wolbachia was not detected in any mountain pine beetles from any of the 10 sites
in Alberta and British Columbia. Previously, the only reported detection of Wolbachia in
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this species was in a single mountain pine beetle from each of two populations in La
Grande, Oregon, and Klamath, Oregon, United States of America (Bracewell, 2009).
Although Wolbachia was not detected in these populations, this does not preclude
the possibility that it or another cytoplasmic factor plays a role in this system. Although
wsp 81F and 691R are general and have been shown to have high detectability, detection
of some strains were exclusive to certain primers (Simões et al., 2011). Detectability of
Wolbachia can be imperfect, especially if there is low prevalence within a population
(Simões et al., 2011) or low titres within individuals (Arthofer et al. 2009). In Brugia
malayi (Brug) (Spirurida: Onchocercidae), a filarial nematode, Wolbachia density was
shown to vary between life stages of its host (Fischer et al., 2011). In vector stage larvae,
only a few cells contained Wolbachia, whereas in reproductive females, Wolbachia was
localised in the lateral chords, ovaries and embryos at much greater densities. Predispersal beetles were used, which have much of their energy invested in flight muscles,
whereas in post-dispersal females the reproductive system doubles in size as they invest
in gonadal tissue (Reid, 1958b). Thus, Wolbachia may be more detectable in adult female
beetles in the egg-laying stage as Wolbachia populations increases to invade reproductive
tissues. Thus, future screens should use mated, post-dispersal females.
The proportion of females in a population will depend on the prevalence of
Wolbachia in a population such that:
Proportion female

=

Number Female
Total Offspring

(1)

Proportion female

=

xu + xi
2xu + xi

(2)
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where xu and xi are the proportion of females that are uninfected and infected,
respectively, and assuming that uninfected mothers produce twice as many offspring as
mothers whose sons die due to infection with male-killing Wolbachia.
Since xi = 1 - xu

then:

(3)

Proportion female

=

xu + (1 - xu)
2xu + (1 - xu)

Proportion female

=

1
xu + 1

(4)

The most extreme sex ratio observed was 72.0% female. The prevalence of Wolbachia
can be calculated using equation 4:
0.72

=

xu

=

0.39

The proportion of uninfected females is 0.39.

xi
xi

=
=

1 - xu
0.61

The proportion of infected females is 0.61.

Solving for xu:

1
xu + 1

Therefore:

Thus, if uninfected mothers produced twice as many offspring as an infected
mother due to complete mortality of the latter’s sons, the prevalence of male-killing
Wolbachia would have to be 61% to produce a population sex ratio of 72%. This
prevalence is inconsistent with expectations of < 10% or > 90% prevalence typical of
populations affected by Wolbachia (Hilgenboecker et al., 2008). In the populations
studied here, observed sex ratios were consistently slightly biased, which is inconsistent
with the extreme sex ratios seen in other species infected with Wolbachia (e.g. Veneti et
al. 2004; Charlat et al. 2005). Thus, although the current study cannot definitively
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exclude Wolbachia, it strongly suggests that future investigation should focus on alternate
mechanisms that could produce biased sex ratios in mountain pine beetles. The cause of
the female bias in emerging adult mountain pine beetles that is widely observed, in this
and most other studies, remains an enigma despite its importance to the population
dynamics of this important pest species.
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Table 2.1. Sampling locations, numbers of beetles that emerged of each sex, and sex ratios.

Province

Park/Region

Site Name

Latitude

Longitude

Number
of
trees

Number
of
females

Number
of
males

Percent
female
LSM ± SE

TukeyKramer
associations
of sites
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Alberta

Banff

Healy Creek

51.1305

-115.7130

7

284

216

56.8 ± 2.2

ab

Alberta

Banff

Hillsdale Meadows

51.2257

-115.7822

7

218

190

53.4 ± 2.5

bcd

Alberta

Kananaskis

a

50.9401

-115.1520

6

1144

662

63.3 ± 1.1

a

Alberta

Kananaskis

a

50.9403

-115.3185

13

687

267

72.0 ± 1.5

e

British Columbia

Kootenay

Dolly Varden

50.8178

-116.0184

7

74

58

56.1 ± 4.4

ad

British Columbia

Kootenay

Settler's Road

50.6600

-115.8480

7

99

63

61.1 ± 3.9

ace

British Columbia

Parson

8 km Road

51.0295

-116.6842

7

174

128

57.6 ± 2.9

ad

British Columbia

Parson

Lower Hobo

51.0099

-116.6487

7

206

162

56.0 ± 2.6

ad

British Columbia

Yoho

Field

51.3960

-116.4834

7

116

69

62.7 ± 3.6

ace

British Columbia

Yoho

Ottertail Creek

51.3346

-116.5489

7

124

154

44.6 ± 3.0

d

Nakiska

b

Sparrowhawk

c

Bold font indicates sex ratios significantly different from 1:1 (Chi-square, ! < 0.05).
a
The greater number of beetles that emerged from Kananaskis sites is due to differences in the amount of tree surface area from which
beetles were collected.
b
Collected spring 2008.
c
Collected spring 2009.

CHAPTER 3: GEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF SEX RATIOS IN NATURAL
POPULATIONS OF MOUNTAIN PINE BEETLES

Introduction
Equilibrium sex ratios are expected to be equal when each offspring has one
mother and one father (Bull & Charnov, 1988) due to negative frequency-dependent
selection favouring production of the rare sex (Fisher, 1930). However, situations exist
that produce biased sex ratios or shift the equilibrium away from equality. Well-known
exceptions to equal sex ratios include local mate competition, differential costs of
producing each sex, and differential returns on investment (Charnov, 1982; West, 2009).
For example, in highly structured populations with local mate competition in which one
brother can fertilize all his sisters, extreme bias toward females is expected (Hamilton,
1967). Alternatively, if the costs of producing female and male offspring differ, primary
sex ratios, at birth or egg laying, should be numerically biased toward the cheaper sex to
equalize total investment in each sex (Bull & Charnov, 1988). Differential marginal
returns on investment will optimize production of the type of offspring that will provide
the greatest returns under current conditions (Trivers & Willard, 1973).
Habitat quality or maternal condition can influence the primary sex ratio if either
alters the return on investment in each sex. For example, in polygynous mammals, due to
mating advantages during male-male competition, sons should benefit more than
daughters from additional maternal resources, if competitive ability is resource limited
(Trivers & Willard, 1973). In contrast, in insects, daughters may realize the greater
benefit through a fecundity advantage (Honek, 1993; Leimar, 1996). In high resource
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conditions, mothers may optimize investment in each sex through adaptive or facultative
sex-ratio adjustment, biasing allocation towards the sex that benefits most from additional
resources. This hypothesis will be referred to hereafter as resource-dependent sex-ratio
adjustment.
Habitat quality influences many life-history traits that may differ between males
and females, shaping populations by affecting offspring growth rate, size, and mortality
(Fox & Czesak, 2000). Sexes may differ in their energetic needs or tolerance of
environmental conditions and thus in their susceptibility to mortality (Fox et al., 2003;
Fox et al., 2004; Reim et al., 2006). Thus, biased sex ratios due to mortality may be a byproduct of selection on some other life history trait, and not adaptive in themselves. If the
sexes are differentially susceptible to environmental conditions, sex-biased mortality after
the primary sex ratio has been set will alter the secondary or adult sex ratio. This will be
referred to hereafter as the differential-mortality hypothesis.
Mountain pine beetles, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Scolytinae) typically have female-biased sex ratios of approximately 2:1
upon emergence as adults (Figure 1.1). Periodic outbreaks of MPB cause extensive tree
mortality, with the most recent outbreak affecting more than 14 million ha (from 19972008) of mature host pine trees in western Canada (Safranyik et al., 2010). Female
beetles select and attack pine hosts, killing them in order to reproduce. In lodgepole pine
(Pinus contorta var. latifolia Engelmann), their most common host tree, attack success is
dependent on mass attack by at least 40 females per m2 (Raffa & Berryman, 1983). Thus,
female-biased sex ratios may have important consequences for population dynamics and
the spread of this major pest species.
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The reproductive biology of MPB does not suggest a straightforward explanation
for female-biased sex ratios. Firstly, the sex-determination system in MPB does not
provide an obvious mechanism for affecting offspring sex ratio. Whereas haplodiploid
sex determination allows mothers precise control over offspring sex by limiting
fertilization to produce haploid males or by allowing fertilization to produce diploid
females, MPB cannot employ this common mechanism to control offspring sex as they
have chromosomal sex determination, with homogametic females and heterogametic
males (Lanier & Wood, 1968b). Chromosomal sex determination, however, does not
preclude the ability of mothers to adaptively adjust sex ratio (West et al., 2005).
Secondly, selection on primary sex ratios due to local mate competition is unlikely, as
MPB are obligate natal dispersers and tend to outbreed, with only 1-2% of the population
mating in their natal tree (Reid, 1958a; McCambridge, 1970). However, pre-emergence
mating was somewhat greater in field caught beetles collected in lethal traps (3-5%) and
in laboratory reared-beetles held at 22°C (5.3-11.8%) where it increased with delayed
emergence (Reid, 1958a; Bleiker et al., 2013). Thirdly, in MPB, females are larger than
males (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006), compounding the hypothesized numerical investment
bias towards females if female-biased adult sex ratios reflect primary sex ratios. Finally,
sex ratio distorters such as Wolbachia are unlikely, as they tend to kill all male offspring,
resulting in extreme sex ratio bias that is not generally observed in MPB, nor has
Wolbachia been detected in MPB (Chapter 2, c.f. (Bracewell, 2009). Having
provisionally ruled out these alternatives, I examine whether resource-dependent sexratio adjustment or differential mortality can explain female-biased sex ratios in MPB
populations.
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After a female MPB initiates a breeding site in the inner bark (phloem), a male
joins her and they mate. Females lay eggs along a vertical gallery and offspring develop
in the phloem. Offspring typically overwinter as juveniles (larvae or pupae), during
which time they may experience extreme cold (Chapter 4, (Bentz & Mullins, 1999).
Surviving offspring emerge as new adults the following summer and disperse to find a
new host tree. Habitat selection is density dependent, such that beetles are more selective
in intermediate-density populations than at high densities (Elkin & Reid, 2010), which
could reduce energy stores due to search costs. When MPB emerge from their natal tree,
they can search for multiple days but most will settle within 30 m or within three days of
emergence (Safranyik et al., 1992). A small proportion of MPB disperse passively, for
tens of kilometres, above the canopy via meso-scale winds (Safranyik et al., 1992;
Ainslie & Jackson, 2011; de la Giroday et al., 2012). The distance and mode of dispersal
are expected to affect their energy reserves, in turn influencing host selection (Latty &
Reid, 2010; Chubaty et al., 2014) and the resources available for reproduction (Latty &
Reid, 2009).
Sex ratios may be adjusted to be adaptive in response to habitat conditions within
a host tree. Habitat quality varies among forest stands and among trees (Kashian et al.,
2005; Chhin et al., 2008). Temporally, host tree quality decreases within a stand during
an outbreak as the highest quality trees are depleted each year by successive generations
(Cole & Amman, 1969). MPB tend to attack larger diameter trees first in which they have
higher productivity (Cole et al., 1976b). Tree diameter is sometimes positively associated
with phloem thickness that has a positive effect on both offspring size and production
(Amman & Pace, 1976b). Among trees, resource quality may vary with tree vigour either
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positively due to better quality phloem in faster growing trees (Reid & Robb, 1999) or
negatively if more vigorous trees are better defended (Christiansen et al., 1987). With the
recent geographic and host-range expansion of MPB (Cullingham et al., 2011; de la
Giroday et al., 2012), regions with trees naïve to mounting a defense against mountain
pine beetles may provide better habitat and allow greater reproduction (Cudmore et al.,
2010). In successfully attacked trees, competition at higher egg-gallery densities limits
the resources available to offspring (Raffa & Berryman, 1983). If sex ratio is resource
dependent, it will vary predictably across these different scales in relation to habitat
quality: during an outbreak, among forest stands, among trees within a forest stand, and
within a tree.
If habitat quality is predictable, mothers may bias investment towards the sex that
will provide the greatest fitness returns. Female-biased sexual size dimorphism in MPB
may be driven by a fecundity advantage of larger females, and thus biased production of
daughters is expected in high-quality habitats (Leimar, 1996). Thus, under resourcedependent sex-ratio adjustment, female-biased sex ratios are expected in relatively good
conditions due to disproportionate allocation to daughters.
Alternatively, sex ratios may be equal when eggs are laid, but developmental
mortality biased against smaller sex, males, could produce female-biased population sex
ratios upon emergence. If the adult sex ratio is biased due to male-biased mortality, then
the sex ratio should be equal in good conditions, and more female-biased in poor
conditions. Poor conditions can involve any of the tree traits previously mentioned.
Mortality may result from stresses such as desiccation, parasites, pathogens or
competition (Cole, 1973; Cole, 1975; Cole, 1981), and smaller males may be more
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susceptible to poor conditions, as has been demonstrated in adult mountain pine beetles
(Safranyik, 1976). In addition, temperature is important to the development of larvae and
their survival over winter (Bentz et al., 1991; Bentz & Mullins, 1999). Larval MPB
accumulate cryoprotectants at the onset of winter to survive (Sømme, 1964). Maintaining
a cold-hardened state is energetically costly for insects (Marshall & Sinclair, 2015).
Smaller males may be less efficient at accumulating or maintaining cryoprotectants,
leading to greater mortality. Large-scale winter weather patterns (Macias Fauria &
Johnson, 2009) and within-tree differences in exposure to cold are a major cause of
developmental mortality for MPB (Chapter 4). Greater temperature variation on the south
sides of trees, being as much as 30 °C warmer than the north side (Bolstad et al., 1997),
may affect the ability of MPB to maintain a cold-hardened state (Bentz & Mullins, 1999).
Thus, more stable temperatures on the north side of trees may provide better habitat for
overwintering larvae. Geographic or within-tree differences in winter temperature may
affect the extent of mortality in overwintering populations and, in turn, the sex ratio upon
emergence. Previous studies have shown male-biased mortality of adults in cold storage
(Watson, 1971; Safranyik, 1976) and of juveniles overwintering in naturally-colonized
logs (Chapter 4), but this proximate mechanism potentially biasing sex ratio has not been
systematically studied in relation to habitat quality.
This study investigates ecological correlates of sex ratios in natural populations of
MPB. I test whether resource-dependent sex-ratio adjustment and differential mortality
shape adult sex ratios. I examine variation in the sex ratios of adult MPB, as they emerge
from their natal trees, with respect to tree traits, and among populations that differ in
climate and history of MPB activity. I first examined regional characteristics and tree
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traits indicative of good conditions. The density of breeding females and measures of
productivity, such as number and size of offspring, are important metrics of preferred
habitat and resource quality that can be used to make inferences about sex ratio, the
ultimate goal. Because MPB breed in mature, live pine, investigations of some processes
proposed to be important in nature, such as overwinter temperatures and tree quality, are
largely restricted to observations of existing environmental variation.
To summarize, the resource-dependent sex-ratio hypothesis predicts that mothers
should lay female-biased primary sex ratios in good-quality habitats that can produce
more numerous and larger beetles. If post-allocation differential mortality determines
population sex ratio, then adult sex ratios should approach equality in good-quality
habitats, but should be increasingly female-biased with increasing male mortality in poorquality habitats. If sex ratio varies with environmental factors (especially temperature),
this will help elucidate the forces shaping sex ratio and the impact of sex ratio on
population dynamics under various environmental conditions.

Methods
Study Area
The study area included four regions in Western Canada expected to differ in
overwintering conditions (Table 2.1), three in British Columbia (Parson, Yoho National
Park and Kootenay National Park), and one east of the continental divide, in Alberta
(Banff National Park). The three regions in British Columbia are within the historic range
of MPB, whereas Banff, Alberta is at the periphery of its historic range (Nealis & Peter,
2008). Historical differences in population density may be due to differences in
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population survival over winter, as determined by large-scale winter weather patterns
(Macias Fauria & Johnson, 2009). Weather data for each region were obtained from the
nearest Environment Canada weather station (Climate Identifiers for each region: Parson:
1173210; Yoho: 11790J1; Kootenay: 1154410; Banff: 3050519). Mean minimum daily
temperature (°C), the daily range in temperature (°C), calculated as the difference
between the daily maximum and the daily minimum temperatures and the number of days
below -20, -25 and -30°C were calculated for each of the four study regions from 1
November 2007 to 30 April 2008 (Table 3.2). Extreme cold events, below -30°C, can
cause extensive mortality, but even temperatures below -20°C are sufficient to kill larvae
during early winter (Logan et al., 1995; Bentz & Mullins, 1999).

Site Characteristics
During late spring 2008, two sites were selected in each region (Table 3.1). Sites
differed in MPB activity and availability of host trees. Sites were at least 3 km apart and
were centered on a cluster of lodgepole pine trees with fading needles (pale green to
orange in colour). This state indicated that trees had been attacked by MPB the previous
summer and so should produce offspring that would emerge during the current summer.
To describe the topography of each 1-ha site, the slope (%), slope aspect, elevation,
latitude and longitude were recorded for seven focal trees selected as described below
(Table 3.1).
To assess the availability and quality of pine trees at each site, I surveyed both
attacked and non-attacked trees. From the approximate centre of each site, four plots
were centered at randomly selected distances between 0 to 50 m in each cardinal
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direction. All trees greater than 2 m tall within 5 m of plot centre-points were enumerated
and identified and the density per ha was calculated (Table 3.1). From these plots, the
percent pine at each site was calculated, including all standing trees killed by MPB. Pines
at each site were categorized as previously killed pine ("grey pine", most needles shed),
recently killed pine with needles fading orange to red in colour ("red pine"), or available
pine that had not yet been attacked ("green pine"). Percent grey pine was used as an
indicator of the amount of previous MPB activity at that site, with remaining habitat of
relatively lower quality, and higher percentages indicating fewer trees available.

Focal Tree Characteristics and Beetle Collection
At each site, seven fading trees containing live MPB offspring were randomly
selected from the pool of attacked trees within a 1 ha area. The tree diameter at a height
of 1.25 m was recorded and a sapwood punch was taken from the north and south sides at
1.0 m and 1.5 m (four punches per tree). As an indicator of tree vigour, the recent growth
rate during the last five years was calculated as the width of the five most recent tree
rings from each punch (Christiansen et al., 1987).
MPB were expected to preferentially attack trees that would provide better quality
habitat. To compare between attacked pine hosts and available pine hosts, I compared
each focal tree to the three closest non-attacked lodgepole pine trees (Table 3.3). The tree
diameter at a height of 1.25 m was recorded and a sapwood punch was taken at 1.25 m
from the north and south side of each tree (two per tree) and recent growth rate was
calculated as above.
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To collect naturally emerging adult MPB offspring from focal trees, emergence
cages were sealed to the tree. Cages consisted of 11.4 L white plastic buckets (22 cm
diameter) with the bottoms removed. The tops had tight-sealing lids that could be
removed for weekly collection of beetles. To determine whether habitat quality varied
over the surface area of the tree, two cages were affixed to each side (north and south) of
the tree at two heights, one each immediately above and below 1.25 m, as emergence is
highest at this height (Reid, 1963; Amman, 1984). It was expected that snow cover
during winter would not be maintained above 1 m and thus would not have played an
important insulating effect on the area sampled. The curvature of the tree had very little
effect on the surface area of the tree sampled (mean ± SE: 398.9 ± 2.0 cm2).
Diatomaceous earth inside the cages acted as a desiccant to kill beetles; volatile
insecticides were not used to avoid killing beetles prior to emergence. Pinholes in all
traps allowed for airflow and water drainage. Beetles were collected every one to two
weeks from 2 July to 26 Sept 2008 (or until emergence was complete). For all MPB that
emerged, the pronotum width and total length, two commonly used measures of body
size in bark beetles (McGhehey, 1971; Bentz et al., 2001 Safranyik, 2006, p00010; Bentz
et al., 2014; Addison et al., 2015), were to calculate the volume of an ellipsoid
[(4/3)!(width/2)2(length/2)] as a proxy for body size (Elkin & Reid, 2004); hereafter,
'body size' refers to this metric. The presence of a stridulation organ on the enlarged
seventh tergite can be used to determine sex as male, or if absent, as female with 100 %
accuracy (Lyon, 1958).
At the end of the emergence period, cages were removed and the surface area
sampled was traced onto transparent plastic, scanned at 300 dpi, and the sample area
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calculated based on number of pixels. The bark was removed from the sample area and
the attack density was determined by counting the number of J-shaped starts of maternal
oviposition galleries. To determine the intensity of competition the cumulative length of
maternal oviposition galleries was measured.

Statistical Analyses
General and generalized linear mixed models were used to determine the
ecological correlates of tree and beetle response variables (PROC MIXED, PROC
GLIMMIX: SAS 9.3, SAS Institute Inc., 2010, Cary, NC, USA). General linear mixed
models explaining tree recent growth rate, diameter and their fate accounted for the
repeated-measure design, with region and site nested within region as fixed factors, and
focal tree group nested within site as a random factor. Repeated-measures analyses of
beetle response variables (number of attacks, number of offspring, body size of emerging
beetles and sex ratio) considered region, site nested within region, side of tree sampled
(north or south) and relative sample height on the tree (bottom or top) as fixed factors,
and tree as a random factor. When appropriate, the following covariates were included as
measured: tree diameter (cm), cumulative tree growth rate during the last five years
(mm/5 years), number of attacks and density of maternal galleries (m/m2). The KenwardRoger method accounted for the repeated-measure design, resulting in fractional degrees
of freedom (Kenward & Roger, 1997).
Response variables with non-normal probability distributions were analysed with
generalized linear mixed models (PROC GLIMMIX, SAS 9.3) after appropriate
distributions and variance-covariance matrices were selected based on the deviance and
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quasi-likelihood information criterion (QIC) (Pan, 2001), respectively (PROC
GENMOD, SAS 9.3). The analysis of the number of attacks considered a negative
binomial distribution, ln-link function and a compound symmetry variance-covariance
matrix. The analysis of the number of adult offspring considered a negative binomial
distribution, ln-link function and an unstructured variance-covariance matrix. Analysis of
the proportion of female offspring involved a binomial distribution, logit-link function
and a compound symmetry variance-covariance matrix.
The response variables density of maternal galleries and square root body volume
were normally distributed with homogeneous variance and thus was assessed with a
general linear mixed model applying a simple variance-covariance matrix (PROC
MIXED, SAS 9.3). The analysis of body size also included the sex of the beetle and
relevant interactions. I initially considered biologically relevant interactions and then
removed non-significant interactions from the model that were not part of the original
sampling design.
For beetle response variables that showed significant regional or site-level effects,
I replaced these fixed factors with appropriate covariates to assess whether they explained
the variation. For offspring number, body size, and sex ratio, I tested if weather variables
explained regional variation. For the proportion of female offspring, I replaced site as a
fixed factor with the percent of pine previously killed by beetles (grey trees).
Unless otherwise indicated, all means presented are least-square means with
standard errors, both of which were back-transformed based on the error distribution of
the model. Partial regression coefficients presented in the text were back-transformed
according to the distribution and transformations. Slopes presented in figures were back37

transformed based on predicted values for the whole model. For continuous variables,
data points in figures account for the variation owing to random effects and are adjusted
based on the results of the whole model. Data points were calculated by allowing the
focal variable to vary while holding all other continuous independent variables constant,
as a product of their mean and partial regression coefficient, then applying a back
transformation based on the error distribution of the model. For any post-hoc
comparisons, an adjusted alpha value was calculated based on the number of unplanned
contrasts according to the Dunn-!idák procedure.

Results
Overwintering Conditions
The four study regions differed in the overwintering conditions experienced by
juvenile beetles. After statistically controlling for date, each region differed in their mean
minimum daily temperature during winter, with the coldest temperatures recorded for
Yoho, followed by Banff, Parson and Kootenay, respectively (Table 3.2, F184,496 = 18.58,
p < 0.0001). Regions also differed weakly in the number of days below -30°C (Table 3.2,
d.f. = 3, !2 = 8.25, p = 0.0411) with Banff having the most, followed by Yoho, whereas
the temperature at Parson and Kootenay did not decrease below -25°C. Regions also
differed in the daily range of winter temperatures (Table 3.2, F184,496 = 6.53, p < 0.0001),
with Banff being most variable.
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Host Selection
Characteristics of focal trees attacked by beetles were compared to their three
nearest neighbours that were not attacked at each site (Table 3.3, Table 3.4). Statistically
controlling for the recent growth rate of each tree, beetles attacked larger diameter trees
(28.2 ± 0.6 cm) compared with the three nearest neighbouring pine that were not attacked
(21.8 ± 0.4 cm, Table 3.4.A). Statistically controlling for tree diameter, beetles attacked
trees that had been growing relatively more slowly (1.33 ± 0.11 mm/5 years) compared
with the three nearest neighbouring pine that were not attacked (1.70 ± 0.08 mm/5 years,
Table 3.4.B). Diameter differed between attacked and non-attacked trees at five of eight
sites, but recent growth rate only differed at the two Banff sites (Figure 3.1, Table 3.4).
Tree diameter correlated positively with recent growth rate (1.69 ± 0.26 cm/(mm/5
years), Table 3.4).

Number of Attacks and Density of Maternal Galleries
More female MPB successfully attacked trees on the north side (3.4 ± 0.2 gallery
starts/trap) than on the south side (2.7 ± 0.2 gallery starts/trap) (Table 3.5.A). The number
of attacks did not differ geographically, among regions or sites or with height on the tree,
tree diameter and recent growth rate.
The density of maternal galleries differed within and among trees (Table 3.5.B).
As the number of attacks increased, the density of maternal galleries increased (Table
3.5.B, partial regression coefficient ± SE: 2.95 ± 0.39 (m/m2)/(gallery starts/trap)).
Similar to attack density, maternal galleries were also denser on the north sides of trees
(27.7 ± 1.0 m/m2) than on the south side (24.9 ± 1.0 m/m2). Maternal galleries were
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denser lower on trees (27.7 ± 1.0 m/m2) than higher (25.0 ± 1.0 m/m2). Gallery density
varied positively with tree diameter (Table 3.5.B, partial regression coefficient ± SE:
0.675 ± 0.213 (m/m2)/cm).

Offspring Number
The number of emerging offspring differed among regions, but not among or
within sites or trees, after statistically controlling for the density of maternal egg galleries
(Table 3.6.A). More beetles emerged in the Banff region than in Yoho and Kootenay
(Figure 3.2.A). Parson sites produced an intermediate number of offspring and did not
differ significantly from other regions.
A post hoc test of whether regional weather affected offspring number considered
a reduced model containing a weather variable and tree nested within site as a random
effect. Relations were opposite from expected: offspring number varied positively with
mean daily range in winter temperature (F1,54 = 16.2, p = 0.0002; partial regression
coefficient: 1.42 ± 0.13 beetles/°C) and number of days below -30°C (F1,54 = 9.99, p =
0.0026; partial regression coefficient: 1.18 ± 0.06 beetles/day). Also unexpectedly,
offspring number did not vary significantly with minimum daily winter temperature
(F1,53.84 = 2.78, p = 0.1013). These relations were inconsistent with cold winter weather
reducing offspring production and expectations of greater male-mortality under harsh
conditions.
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Body Size
Body size differed among regions (Table 3.6.B, Figure 3.2.B), with larger beetles
at Banff (Alberta) than at Parson and Yoho National Park, with beetles from Kootenay
being intermediate (Figure 3.2.B). Body size increased with recent tree growth rate
(Figure 3.3.A, Table 3.6.B; partial regression coefficient: 0.0342 ± 0.0140 !mm3) and
decreased with maternal gallery density (Figure 3.3.B, Table 3.6.B; partial regression
coefficient: -0.0038 ± 0.0012 !mm3/(m/m2)). Body size did not vary significantly among
sites or between the north and south sides of trees (Table 3.6.B).
The body size response to tree traits differed between males and females, resulting
in female-biased dimorphism as expected (Table 3.6.B: interactions involving sex).
Females were significantly larger lower on tree than higher (Figure 3.3.C; post-hoc
Tukey-Kramer test: t2280 = 4.23, Adj p = 0.0001), whereas male body size did not vary
significantly with relative height (Figure 3.3.C; post-hoc Tukey-Kramer test: t2273 =
0.8223, Adj p = 0.996). Body volume of emerging beetles generally increased with tree
diameter, but at a greater rate for females than for males (Figure 3.3.D; partial regression
coefficient females: 0.0303 ± 0.0063 !mm3/cm; partial regression coefficient males:
0.0195 ± 0.0065 !mm3/cm).
Body size varied positively with mean daily range of winter temperature (Table
3.7.A; coefficient: 0.0943 ± 0.0340 !mm3/°C), and number of days below -30°C (Table
3.7.B; coefficient: 0.0769 ± 0.0177 !mm3/day), but not with minimum daily winter
temperature. Other tree characteristics had similar direction and magnitude of effects as
in the model with region as a fixed factor (compare Table 3.7 with Table 3.6.C). !
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Sex Ratio
Overall, sex ratios were female-biased (55.8 ± 2.0 % female), but varied at
different scales. Sex ratio differed significantly among sites (range: 43.2 ± 4.0 to 63.2 ±
4.1 % female), though not among regions (Table 3.6.C, Figure 3.2.C). The sex ratio was
more female-biased on the north side (58.5 ± 1.7 % female) than the south side (52.5 ± %
1.9 female) of trees, but did not vary with tree height, diameter, recent growth rate or
density of maternal galleries (Table 3.6.C). Not surprisingly, given the lack of regional
differences, sex ratio did not vary significantly with any regional weather variables.
Sex ratio was the only beetle trait that varied significantly among sites within
regions. In particular, sex ratio varied negatively with the percent of grey pine, being
more female-biased when percent grey pine was low, and more equal when it was high
(Figure 3.4 and Table 3.8). However, this result depended on Ottertail Creek (43.2 ± 4.0
% female, 44% grey pine): when it was excluded, the relation was not significant (F1,49.65
= 0.31, p = 0.5772).

Discussion
Although the sex ratio was female-biased overall, it differed among sites even
within regions (45 to 63% female) and within trees. I tested whether resource-dependent
sex-ratio adjustment or differential mortality during development could explain the
natural variation in population sex ratio of adult MPB. If sex ratio adjustment is resourcedependent, then female-biased sex ratios are expected in good conditions. If
developmental mortality is male-biased, then female-biased sex ratios are expected in
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poor conditions. I begin by determining which tree characteristics constitute good quality
habitat.

Habitat Quality
Compared to unattacked trees, beetles preferred larger trees growing relatively
slowly for their size. Larger trees provide greater food resources for reproduction (Cole et
al., 1976b), and produce larger beetles (Amman & Pace, 1976b) and slower growing trees
are less able to mount a vigorous defence (Christiansen et al., 1987).
The number of attacks and maternal gallery density differed spatially within a
tree. Beetles attacked more on the north side of trees leading to greater gallery densities,
which could indicate a more preferred habitat. Pioneering beetles tend to attack the north
side of trees first (Climie and Reid, unpublished) and at greater density (Reid, 1963;
Shepherd, 1965; Safranyik & Vithayasai, 1971) however, see (Bleiker et al., 2014).
Temperature differences between the north and south sides of trees may affect
habitat suitability. Reduced variation in winter temperatures on the north side of trees
(Bolstad et al., 1997), cooler summer temperatures and reduced desiccation of phloem
may also make the north side better habitat. Beetles of both sexes emerge larger from the
north aspect (Safranyik & Jahren, 1970b), which may be related to cooler temperatures
(Bentz et al., 2011) (McKee & Aukema, 2015). A study of four populations of MPB
found that beetles developing at cooler temperatures (17.5 vs. 22.5 °C) had longer
development times and larger final size (Bentz et al., 2011). Body size depends on both
temperature and genetics (Bentz et al., 2011). Although genetic differentiation between
populations can cause differences in average body size (Bracewell et al., 2013), local
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adaptation is unlikely as mountain pine beetles in the regions studied here have been
previously shown to be genetically indistinct (Samarasekera et al., 2012; Janes et al.,
2014). Temperature fluctuation could be further mitigated by thicker bark on the north
side of the tree and lower on the trunk (observed in this study, not shown). Thicker,
rougher bark is associated with greater attack densities on the north aspect of trees
(Safranyik & Vithayasai, 1971). While snow can have insulative effects on overwintering
mountain pine beetles allowing for greater survival (Chapter 4), this was unlikely as
samples were collected above 1 m and were likely above snow during winter.
Maternal galleries were also denser lower on trees and larger female beetles
emerged in lower traps. Despite more attacks and denser maternal galleries on the north
side of trees, no difference was seen in the number or size of offspring between the north
or south sides, suggesting that females attacking the north side are relatively less
successful at producing offspring that survive to the adult stage.
In successfully attacked trees, larger beetles were produced from larger and faster
growing trees. This was despite the greater density of maternal galleries in larger trees,
which was shown to negatively affect body size. Larger beetles are produced from larger
trees (Graf et al., 2012) with thicker phloem (Cole et al., 1976b). Once successfully
killed, large, vigorous trees may have better nutrient quality, quantity or both, allowing
beetles to achieve a larger final size (Cole et al., 1976b). In another bark beetle, Ips pini
Say, reproductive success increased with tree vigour of recently killed trees (Reid &
Robb, 1999). However, in my study, tree diameter seemed to be the primary factor, with
more consistency among sites than for recent tree growth rate.
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Resource-Dependent Investment Hypothesis
Female size varied more with habitat quality than male size. Larger beetles were
produced in larger diameter trees. However, females had greater phenotypic plasticity
than males, taking greater advantage of resources in good quality habitat; female body
size increased at a greater rate than male body size with increasing tree diameter.
Similarly, females were relatively larger lower on the tree where phloem tends to be
thicker, whereas male body size did not vary with trap height. Female-biased size
dimorphism is typical in MPB (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006). In the current study, the
extent of dimorphism depended on greater plasticity of females, who may be better at
attaining resources or more efficient at processing nutrients. Resource requirements,
feeding behaviour and nutrient conversion efficiency may differ between the sexes as
they develop, as has been shown in caterpillars of Spodoptera litura Fabricius (Lee,
2010). The response of female body size to what has been determined to be good quality
habitat supports the underlying assumption of the resource-dependent sex ratio
hypothesis.
Offspring sex ratio was more female-biased on the north side of trees, where adult
females attacked and excavated galleries at greater densities. Although a previous study
found larger beetles emerging from the north side of trees (Safranyik & Jahren, 1970b),
this was not apparent in the current study. The number of beetles produced did not differ
with aspect on tree. Thus female-biased sex ratios within trees were not associated with
better quality habitat.
Significantly female-biased sex ratios were observed at two sites: Field, Yoho
National Park, BC and Settler’s Road, Kootenay National Park, BC. However those sites
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had intermediate offspring body sizes and the lowest numbers of emerging beetles. At
sites in Banff, although MPB were largest and most numerous the sex ratio did not differ
from 1:1, which is counter to expectations for the resource-dependent sex-ratio
adjustment hypothesis. Thus, overall I did not see a strong match between high quality
habitat, as defined by offspring size and number, and female-biased sex ratios, leading
me to reject the resource-dependent sex-ratio hypothesis.

Male-Biased Mortality Hypothesis
The male-biased mortality hypothesis predicts the opposite pattern to the
resource-dependent sex-ratio adjustment hypothesis, but due to a proximate mechanism.
Female-biased sex ratios were expected under poor conditions that would cause malebiased mortality. The sex ratio on the north side of trees was more female-biased.
Offspring production may be regulated by greater competition on the north side, with
larval females outcompeting males for resources to produce more female-biased sex
ratios due to differential mortality. Females have been shown to survive better than males
in other stressful conditions such as increased larval competition (Cole, 1973) or thinner
phloem (Cole et al., 1976b). Biased survival in environments with greater competition
supports the differential mortality hypothesis as a cause of female-biased sex ratios. In
addition, competition, measured by density of maternal egg galleries, negatively affected
body size. Greater densities of maternal egg galleries, limits phloem availability for
larvae, increases scramble competition for remaining resources and increases the rate of
drying and deterioration of phloem (Cole et al., 1976b).
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Female-biased sex ratios were observed at two of the eight sites, near Field, Yoho
National Park, BC and Settler’s Road, Kootenay National Park, BC. Trees at these two
sites were intermediate in size and growth rate and also produced beetles of intermediate
size. The Field and Settler’s Road sites were in regions that produced the fewest beetles,
providing some evidence that sex ratios may be due to differential mortality, although the
sex ratio of the other sites in the same region did not differ from 1:1.
Beetles were largest and most numerous in the Banff region and the sex ratios at
the two sites in Banff did not differ from 1:1, supporting the prediction that under good
conditions, sex ratios will be more equal. Further, at sites in Banff, tree defences would
have been subjected to weaker selection due to fewer and smaller outbreaks historically
(Taylor et al., 2006; Cullingham et al., 2011). Greater reproductive success of MPB has
been shown in regions of previously low climatic suitability where trees were relatively
naïve to MPB, which could be due to reduced selection on defense responses or greater
availability of good quality trees (Cudmore et al., 2010). Trees with slower recent
growth, associated with a reduced ability to mount a vigorous defence (Christiansen et
al., 1987), are preferred by endemic stage MPB (Smith et al., 2010). At the Banff sites,
trees selected by beetles had the greatest differential in tree diameter and growth rate,
resulting in better survival of males in good quality habitat.
Numerous studies have linked the suppression of mountain pine beetle
populations to winter climatic conditions (e.g. (Stahl et al., 2006; Macias Fauria &
Johnson, 2009; Cudmore et al., 2010) and cold-induced mortality (e.g. (Reid, 1963; Cole,
1975; Cole, 1981; Bentz & Mullins, 1999; Régnière & Bentz, 2007). I expected the
colder, more variable regions to have the fewest surviving beetles due to greater mortality
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of smaller males. However, the regional daily minimum winter temperature did not affect
offspring number and size. Offspring size and number both correlated positively with
mean daily range in winter temperatures and number of days below -30 °C. The
observation that larger offspring were produced under harsher conditions could reflect
selection on larger bodies or release from competition and is similar to my experimental
results (Chapter 4). The Banff region had the greatest daily range in winter temperatures
and number of days below -30°C. Although beetles in Banff were larger, they were also
more numerous, which is contradictory to the expectation of selection for larger bodies
with greater mortality. Thus, the range in daily temperature and number of cold events,
although significant, did not affect the offspring number in the expected direction.
Summer temperatures may play a role in shaping populations through
developmental timing, survival and final body size. In lab populations, a high
temperature treatment greatly reduced the number of offspring produced and caused
strongly female-biased sex ratios, indicating that males fared worse in heat stress (Bentz
et al., 2011). Beetles reared at cooler temperatures, achieved larger bodies than those
reared at warmer temperatures (Bentz et al., 2011). Warmer temperatures on the southern
side of trees leads to faster development of early instars of MPB (Bentz et al., 1991) and
consequently smaller body size. Thus the body sizes observed in the current study may
reflect such temperature-dependent growth.
In the current study, cold weather did not appear to drive beetle processes as
much as in previous studies (Chapter 4, (Bentz & Mullins, 1999). Among-site variation in
sex ratio and among-region variation in offspring number were not consistent with
regional weather patterns expected to affect mortality. Experimental manipulation of
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overwintering conditions produced more female-biased sex ratios when fewer beetles
survived winter (Chapter 4). Mortality in the current study was likely lower due to milder
conditions; the coldest region, Banff, had half as many days below -30°C as did exposed
logs in the previous study. Further, the current study was conducted on standing trees,
whereas dehydration of the cut logs may be responsible for additional mortality in
Chapter 4. The observed mean sex ratio of 1.22:1 (55% female) was less female-biased
than the typical 2:1 (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006), which suggests that conditions may have
been mild. In the current study, if the sex ratio bias was due to greater overwintering
mortality of males, the coldest regions, Yoho and Banff, should have been most femalebiased. However, sex ratio did not differ from equality at three of the four sites in Yoho
and Banff, which is inconsistent with the differential mortality hypothesis and/or
evidence of mild overwinter conditions. Microclimate variation at a finer scale than the
data available may explain sex ratio patterns at the site level, and therefore I cannot rule
out temperature-driven differential mortality.

Other Potential Processes
Other processes may explain female biased sex ratios. Sex ratios were more
female-biased at sites with few beetle-killed trees. Conversely, at sites with a longer
history of attack, or more grey (killed) trees, the sex ratio was closer to equality. Early
during an outbreak it could be advantageous for population sex ratios to be female-biased
if it aids in the switch from colonizing weakened trees to females mass attacking healthy
trees, an intriguing evolutionary process possibly involving group selection. Through
group selection, characteristics that benefit the group as a whole, would provide an
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advantage over other groups without these characteristics (Wilson & Wilson, 2007). In
MPB, populations producing a greater number of females, the pioneering sex, might
benefit from an increased ability to successfully attack trees attaining greater access to
high quality habitat.
Benefits of producing each sex may change over the course of an epidemic. When
arriving at new sites, beetles may select the best habitat first and invest in females. In the
endemic stage MPB target weakened trees with low defences or those already attacked by
other bark-beetle species (Smith et al., 2010; Bleiker et al., 2014). Female-biased sex
ratios during early stages of an epidemic contrast to previous findings that point to
differential mortality: sex ratios were more female-biased in epidemic and post-epidemic
populations, where survival was low, than in endemic stage populations, where survival
was high (Amman, 1984). The site near Ottertail Creek, Yoho National Park, BC had the
largest percent of grey trees and the most male-skewed sex ratios, essentially driving the
significant relationship between sex ratio and beetle-killed trees. During sampling, this
site was hotter and drier with substantial evidence of beetle-killed trees compared to
Field, the other site in the same region. Once beetles have reached high population
densities, as at Ottertail Creek, female-biased sex ratios would be of no additional
advantage to overwhelming tree defences.

Conclusions
Despite numerous effects of geography and tree traits on maternal density and
fitness metrics, support for the tested hypotheses was inconsistent. Female-biased
secondary sex ratios could be indicative of male-biased mortality or female-biased
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resource-dependent investment and as such I was unable to reject either hypothesis
(Table 6.1). It is possible that both resource-dependent investment and differential
mortality are co-occurring making patterns difficult to distinguish. Although resourcedependent sex-ratio adjustment was not clearly supported, the greater plasticity of
females warrants further exploration. Given the strong body size responses to variation in
habitat quality, especially in females, females may realize greater return on investment by
placing female offspring in areas of better habitat quality, or by biasing their broods
toward female offspring in good conditions.
Greater attack and maternal gallery densities failed to increase offspring
production on the north side of trees, indicating greater competition. Thus, differential
male-mortality may generate more female-biased sex ratios on the north side of trees.
Weak evidence of differential mortality was also suggested based on regional patterns of
the number of offspring produced and among-site variation in sex ratio.
Tree-level habitat characteristics played a more important role than did winter
weather in determining offspring number, size and sex ratio. The relative influence of
weather versus habitat quality likely depends on the intensity of winter conditions
experienced by MPB. I found no evidence for cold-induced mortality of MPB among
four regions in B.C. and Alberta, leaving regional variation in offspring density
unexplained. Previous mountain pine beetle activity, as measured by the percent of grey
trees in a forest stand, provided a tenuous link to sex ratio variation among sites,
suggesting that it would be worthwhile to study sex ratios and tree quality over time,
rather than across space as in this study.
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Sex ratio variation may be complicated to interpret, as the processes (hypotheses)
studied are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Additional processes may be important,
such as the stage of infestation or naivety of trees, further complicating interpretation of
sex ratio outcomes. The patterns observed here provide a foundation for testing these two
hypotheses further using experimental studies in the field and laboratory. Given the
importance of females for initiating attacks on trees, it is critical to understand reasons for
population differences in sex ratios in this ecologically and economically important
species.
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Table 3.1. Site locations, ordered from west to east, and their stand characteristics. See methods for descriptions of variables.
Region

Site Name

Latitude Longitude

Elevation
(m asl) Slope % Aspect (°)

Trees per
hectare

%
pine

% grey
pine

% red
pine

% green
pine

Parson

8 km Road

51.03

-116.68

1325

20 ± 3

56 ± 8

796 ± 190

52.0

15.5

46.1

38.4

Parson

Lower Hobo

51.01

-116.65

1162

39 ± 5

79 ± 40

1337 ± 82

61.9

0.0

30.8

69.2

Yoho

Ottertail Creek

51.33

-116.55

1209

19 ± 1 226 ± 39

1241 ± 362

64.1

44.0

32.0

24.0

Yoho

Field

51.40

-116.48

1323

26 ± 5 223 ± 43

1305 ± 229

34.1

0.0

21.3

78.7

Kootenay Crook's Meadows

50.82

-116.02

1168

16 ± 8

71 ± 11

1146 ± 453

11.2

25.0

25.0

50.0

Kootenay Settler's Road

50.66

-115.85

1132

10 ± 2

43 ± 4

3501 ± 821

40.0

9.1

54.6

36.4

Banff

Hillsdale Meadows

51.23

-115.78

1410

8±2

288 ± 9

707 ± 37

10.0

0.0

9.9

90.1

Banff

Healy Creek

51.13

-115.71

1624

46 ± 3 148 ± 11

732 ± 159

48.0

18.2

18.2

63.5
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Table 3.2. Summary characteristics (mean ± SE) of regional winter weather from 1 Nov 2007 to 30 Apr 2008 (n = 182 days), as
collected at the nearest Environment Canada weather station to both sites in each region. Regions differed in the mean daily minimum
and range in winter temperature as indicated by differing lowercase letters.
Region
Parson
Yoho
Kootenay
Banff

Mean Daily Minimum
Winter Temperature
(°C)
-8.1 ± 0.5
-12.2 ± 0.5
-6.4 ± 0.5
-10.8 ± 0.6

Tukey’s
HSD
a
b
c
d

Mean Daily Range in
Winter Temperature
(°C)
9.23 ± 0.29
9.30 ± 0.44
8.10 ± 0.33
10.93 ± 0.33

Tukey’s
HSD
a
a
b
c

Number of days below
-30°C
0
1
0
4

-25°C
0
10
0
11

-20°C
8
26
4
22
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Table 3.3. Characteristics (mean ± SE) of attacked focal trees and the three nearest available pine at each site.
Attacked Focal Tree Characteristics (n=7)
Tree 5-year
Attack
Length of
Tree
Growth rate*
Density*
Maternal
Diameter
(mm/5(Number of
Galleries*
2
2
Region
Site Name
(cm)
years)
Entries/m )
(m/m )
Parson
8 km Road
33.0 ± 2.0
2.0 ± 0.4
71.3 ± 8.0
28.4 ± 2.4
Parson
Lower Hobo
24.2 ± 1.3
1.8 ± 0.4
84.1 ± 12.8
29.0 ± 5.2
Yoho
Ottertail Creek
27.5 ± 1.7
1.6 ± 0.3
92.3 ± 16.4
23.1 ± 3.7
Yoho
Field
30.8 ± 1.6
2.3 ± 0.5
82.7 ± 8.2
27.5 ± 2.4
Kootenay Crook's Meadows 28.9 ± 2.2
3.1 ± 0.6
94.6 ± 10.8
28.1 ± 2.3
Kootenay Settler's Road
18.6 ± 0.7
2.0 ± 0.4
63.9 ± 11.3
17.3 ± 2.9
Banff
Hillsdale Meadows 32.4 ± 1.9
1.9 ± 0.2
65.0 ± 6.7
24.8 ± 2.4
Banff
Healy Creek
31.1 ± 1.6
1.1 ± 0.1
69.8 ± 9.4
31.2 ± 1.4

Available Tree Characteristics (n=21)
Tree 5-year
Tree
Growth
Mean distance
Diameter
rate**
from focal tree
(cm)
(mm/5-years)
(m)
25.0 ± 1.0
1.6 ± 0.2
7.6 ± 1.0
22.5 ± 0.7
2.4 ± 0.3
6.1 ± 0.9
18.8 ± 1.0
1.6 ± 0.3
9.0 ± 1.4
25.4 ± 0.8
2.0 ± 0.2
5.8 ± 0.8
22.6 ± 1.1
2.0 ± 0.3
14.9 ± 2.3
13.2 ± 0.7
1.2 ± 0.2
3.0 ± 0.4
25.9 ± 1.3
2.5 ± 0.2
6.9 ± 0.7
20.5 ± 1.3
1.6 ± 0.1
9.1 ± 0.8
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*Each value is based on the mean of seven trees, sampled twice on each of the north and south sides.
**Each value is based on the mean of 21 trees, sampled once each on the north and south sides.

Table 3.4. General linear mixed models of tree characteristics as a function of tree fate for attacked focal trees (n = 56) and their three
nearest non-attacked trees (n = 168), controlling for location. Bold font indicates significance (! = 0.05).

Park
Site Name[Park]
Tree Fate (Attacked/Available)
Site Name[Park] * Tree Fate
Tree diameter (cm)
Recent tree growth rate (mm/5 years)

A) Tree diameter
(cm)
d.f.
F
p
3, 65.8
16.63
<.0001
4, 66.8
13.5
<.0001
1, 159
121.04
<.0001
7, 160
2.89
0.0072
1, 206
43.16
<.0001

B) LN Recent tree growth
rate (mm/5 years)
d.f.
F
p
3, 78.6
3.41
0.0214
4, 79.1
2.19
0.0771
1, 187
6.96
0.009
7, 160
3.22
0.0032
1, 202
38.64
<.0001
-
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Table 3.5. Generalized and general linear mixed models of attacking female beetle responses to location and tree characteristics. Bold
font indicates significance (! = 0.05).
A) Number of Attacks

Region
Site Name [Region]
Side of Tree: (North/South)
Relative Height on Tree: (Lower/Upper)
Tree diameter (cm)
Recent tree growth rate (mm/5 years)
Number of Attacks

d.f.
3, 49.94
4, 47.64
1, 167.5
1, 163.8
1, 53.06
1, 159.4
-

F
1.01
1.10
14.58
0.15
1.32
0.88
-

p
0.3964
0.3697
0.0002
0.7004
0.2566
0.3483
-

B) Density of Maternal Galleries
2
(m/m )
d.f.
F
p
3, 48.1
1.98 0.1299
4, 45.92
1.50 0.2175
1, 168.8
6.77 0.0101
1, 162.1
6.56 0.0113
1, 50.99
10.02 0.0026
1, 151.9
0.002 0.9635
1, 208.9
57.64 <.0001
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Table 3.6. Generalized and general linear mixed models of beetle offspring responses to location and tree characteristics. Bold font
indicates significance (! = 0.05).
A) Number of Offspring

Region
Site Name [Region]
Side of Tree: (North/South)
Relative Height on Tree: (Lower/Upper)
Tree diameter (cm)
Recent tree growth rate (mm/5 years)
Density of maternal galleries (m/m^2)
Sex
Sex * Relative Height on Tree
Sex * Tree diameter (cm)

d.f.
3, 48.38
4, 47.36
1, 54.97
1, 57.06
1, 54.35
1, 142.6
1, 163.2
-

F
4.36
0.33
0.58
1.28
0.16
0.10
0.82
-

p
0.0085
0.8596
0.4500
0.2635
0.6885
0.7565
0.3673
-

B) Offspring Body Volume
3
(mm )
d.f.
F
p
3, 39.3
9.59
<.0001
4, 38.5
0.69
0.6046
1, 2222
0.70
0.4037
1, 2266
7.91
0.0049
1, 38.5 15.58
0.0003
1, 865
5.95
0.0149
1, 1918 10.15
0.0015
1, 2240
3.06
0.0802
1, 2242
6.53
0.0107
1, 2240 18.24
<.0001

C) Proportion Female
d.f.
3, 53.71
4, 52.93
1, 163.3
1, 143.8
1, 69.28
1, 96.49
1, 166.8
-

F
0.62
3.55
5.81
0.91
0.57
1.51
0.05
-

p
0.6043
0.0123
0.0170
0.3427
0.4534
0.2219
0.8164
-
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Table 3.7. General linear mixed model of offspring body volume (mm3) to host tree characteristics and a temperature metric: A) mean
daily range in winter temperature (°C) or B) number of days below -30°C. Bold font indicates significance (! = 0.05).
d.f.

A)
F

p

Temperature metric:
A) Mean daily range in winter temperature (°C)
B) Number of days below -30°C

1. 53.6

7.68

0.0076

Side of Tree: (North/South)
Relative Height on Tree: (Lower/Upper)
Tree diameter (cm)
Recent tree growth rate (mm/5 years)
Density of maternal galleries (m/m^2)
Sex
Sex * Relative Height on Tree
Sex * Tree diameter (cm)

1, 2274
1, 2266
1, 55.2
1, 1218
1, 2077
1. 2245
1, 2244
1, 2244

0.66
8.19
19.7
6.95
10.83
3.24
6.43
17.97

0.4175
0.0042
<.0001
0.0085
0.0010
0.0720
0.0113
<.0001

B)
F

p

1, 47.3

18.79

<.0001

1, 2257
1, 2270
1, 53.7
1, 875
1, 1954
1, 2246
1, 2245
1, 2245

0.75
8.14
23.8
8.22
10.85
3.28
6.44
17.89

0.3880
0.0044
<.0001
0.0042
0.0010
0.0705
0.0112
<.0001

d.f.
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Table 3.8. Generalized linear mixed model of sex ratio as related to the percent of pine previously killed by MPB (grey pine) and host
tree characteristics. Bold font indicates significance (! = 0.05).
Region
Percent grey pine at site
Side of Tree: (North/South)
Relative Height on Tree: (Lower/Upper)
Tree diameter (cm)
Recent tree growth rate (mm/5 years)
Density of maternal galleries (m/m^2)

d.f.
3, 64.33
1, 66.16
1, 163.3
1, 145
1, 87.55
1, 114.5
1, 172.3

F
1.14
6.32
4.85
0.67
1.93
2.09
0.00

p
0.3385
0.0144
0.0290
0.4148
0.1686
0.1509
0.9439
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Figure 3.1. The least-square mean (± SE) tree A) diameter and B) recent growth rate in
relation to tree fate at each site (open symbols, attacked trees; closed symbols, not
attacked) from the model reported in Table 3.4. Lower-case letters indicate significant
difference based on contrasts of tree fate at each site. The alpha value was adjusted to
0.006391 for eight unplanned contrasts based on the Dunn-!idák procedure.

1!
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Figure 3.2. The least-square mean (± SE) A)
number per trap, B) body volume and C) sex
ratio of emerging offspring produced in each
site or region based on back-transformed
least-square means of significant effects from
models reported in Table 3.6. Contrasting
lower-case letters indicate significant
differences. For C) proportion female, the
dashed line indicates an equal ratio of
females to males, with closed symbols
indicating sites with sex ratios significantly
different than 0.5 and open symbols
indicating sites that do not differ from 0.5.
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Figure 3.3. The
relations of
offspring body
volume to A)
tree growth rate
during the
preceding five
years, B) density
of maternal
galleries, and
the interaction
of females (x
symbols, solid
line) and males
(o symbols,
dashed line) to
C) sample
heights on the
tree and D) tree
diameter. Data
points are
adjusted based
on the model
reported in
Table 3.6.

Figure 3.4. The least-square mean (± SE) sex ratio of emerging offspring as related to the
percent of grey beetle-killed pine at each site from the model reported in Table 3.8. The
dashed line indicates an equal proportion of females and males.
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CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPMENTAL MORTALITY INCREASES SEX-RATIO
BIAS OF A SIZE-DIMORPHIC BARK BEETLE2

Introduction
Offspring sex ratio is a fundamental life history trait. If daughters and sons are
equally costly, the basic expectation for most organisms is that the sex ratio should be
equal (Fisher, 1930). Deviations from equal sex ratio therefore demand explanation.
However, if the measured sex ratio is not the primary (fertilized egg) sex ratio, as is often
the case, skewed sex ratios may arise from sex-biased mortality during development. Sex
biases in developmental mortality may occur due to sexual size dimorphism. Body size
can affect mortality risk, particularly in response to stress (Bortolotti, 1986; Kalmbach et
al., 2005) such as desiccation (Terblanche et al., 2005), heat stress (Reim et al., 2006),
energetic demands (Sheldon et al., 1998; Vedder et al., 2005) and ability to attain
resources (Anderson et al., 1993; Oddie, 2000). Consequently, sexual size dimorphism
may determine differential susceptibility (Bosch, 2008), leading to sex-biased mortality
(Oddie, 2000; Lee et al., 2010). The direction of the bias, towards the larger or smaller
sex, may vary. For example, when resources are scarce, the larger sex may experience
higher mortality due to greater energy demands (Vedder et al., 2005). Alternatively, the
smaller sex may experience higher mortality when siblings compete for resources
(Anderson et al., 1993; Oddie, 2000). The relationship between sexual size dimorphism
2

Lachowsky, L.E. & Reid, M.L. (2014) Developmental mortality increases sex-ratio bias of a sizedimorphic bark beetle. Ecological Entomology, 39:300-308.
Metadata are included as an appendix and are organized according to Ecological Metadata Principles
(APPENDIX B: Table B.1., Table B.2.).
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and sex ratio has been extensively examined in birds (reviewed in (Benito & GonzalezSolis, 2007; Kalmbach & Benito, 2007; Jones et al., 2009), but the generality of these
studies for other taxa is unclear.
The mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Curculionidae:
Scolytinae), consistently has female-biased population sex-ratios (approximately 2:1) for
emergent adults (Reid, 1958a; McGhehey, 1969; Safranyik, 1976; Amman, 1984;
Amman & Bartos, 1991). This bias is usually attributed to male-biased mortality during
the juvenile stage (Watson, 1971; Safranyik, 1976), but this hypothesis has not been
formally tested. Mountain pine beetles typically colonize the boles of live lodgepole pine,
Pinus contorta var. latifolia Englem, to reproduce in the phloem (Raffa & Berryman,
1983). Females initiate individual breeding sites (attacks) on trees, and due to active
defence by trees, mass-attack is needed to overwhelm the defences and kill the tree to
allow successful reproduction (Raffa & Berryman, 1983). If successful, females mate and
lay eggs in vertical galleries during late summer and offspring typically overwinter as
larvae or pupae within the inner bark, resuming development during spring and emerging
as adults the following summer (Safranyik & Carroll, 2006). Mountain pine beetles have
female-biased sexual size dimorphism; adult females are 13% larger (pronotum width)
than males (McCambridge, 1974; Safranyik, 1976), which could leave males more
vulnerable to certain stresses. Juvenile mortality can result from defences produced by
the host tree, desiccation, intra- or interspecific competition, parasites, pathogens or
predators (Cole, 1973; Amman, 1984; Rankin & Borden, 1991).
Overwinter mortality is particularly important in controlling mountain pine beetle
populations (Reid, 1963; Cole, 1975) and may also contribute to sex-biased mortality
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(Watson, 1971; Safranyik, 1976). Freezing is considered to be the major cause of death in
overwintering mountain pine beetles (Reid, 1958a; Cole, 1981). The incidence of
freezing mortality may vary depending on whether the bole is insulated by snow. The
effect of snow on the survival of overwintering mountain pine beetles has not been
rigorously tested and may have important implications for population growth. I expect
milder temperatures and reduced variation in temperatures below snow than above snow.
Because of this insulating effect, I expect higher mortality of overwintering juveniles
above snow than below snow (Lombardero et al., 2000) with greater mortality of smaller
males.
In this study I test the effects of overwintering mortality in relation to snow cover
on the sex ratio and final body size of emerging mountain pine beetles. I hypothesize that
disproportionate mortality of males during development causes the typical female bias in
adult populations of mountain pine beetles. If mortality is size dependent, survival rate
should be positively related to size for each sex, with males experiencing proportionally
higher mortality, as they are smaller on average and are likely more susceptible to the
stress of overwintering temperatures and desiccation experienced above snow level. Such
size-dependent mortality occurs among adult mountain pine beetles (Safranyik, 1976)
and is tested here in developing offspring that were predominantly larvae.

Methods
Study Population
This study was conducted near Canmore, Alberta (50.94 °N, 115.32 °W,
elevation 1719 m) during the winter of 2008 to 2009. I used 15 lodgepole pine trees that
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had been naturally colonized by mountain pine beetles during the summer of 2008. In the
study population, females were 11% larger than males based on pronotum width (mean ±
SE: females: 2.02 ± 0.004 mm, n=2085, males: 1.82 ± 0.004 mm, n=1120) and length
(females: 4.95 ± 0.01 mm; males: 4.46 ± 0.01 mm), and 37% larger based on volume
(described below; females: 10.76 ± 0.06 mm3; males: 7.85 ± 0.05 mm3) (all p < 0.0001).

Study Design
To assess the relationships between mortality, sex ratio and body size, six 30-cm
logs per tree were randomly assigned to one of three treatments (2 logs per treatment)
differing in their exposure to severe winter temperatures. The three treatment groups
were termed pre-winter, below-snow and above-snow treatments. For the pre-winter
treatment, on the day of felling, logs were moved to the laboratory for completion of
development at room temperature (21°C). Logs in the below-snow treatment were left to
overwinter standing on the forest floor in their source stand where they became insulated
by snow. Logs in the above-snow treatment were strapped to the north sides of standing
trees approximately 1.5 m above ground level and overwintered in their source stand.
Phloem temperatures on north sides of trees tend to be more similar to air temperatures
(Bolstad et al., 1997). Air temperature and relative humidity above and below snow were
recorded by a HOBO weather station data logger (model: H21-001). No evidence of
woodpecker predation was observed on exposed logs. Below- and above-snow logs were
removed from the forest to the laboratory on 18 April 2009, to allow for completion of
development and collection of surviving beetles. In all three treatments, offspring began
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to emerge within two weeks of being placed at room temperature and emergence
continued during the subsequent four months.
The study trees were felled on 4 December 2008 and a 2-m section of the trunk
was removed starting approximately 50 cm from the base. This section was then cut into
the six 30-cm experimental logs, with a central 15-cm log. I sealed the ends of the
experimental logs with pruning spray to reduce drying and desiccation stress on the
beetles (Adams & Six, 2007). Experimental logs were taken from low on the bole
because it typically has the highest density of attacks (Safranyik et al., 1974). The density
of brood initiated (termed attack density) at 1.5 m from the base of a tree ranged from 10
to 285 attacks/m2, with an average of 97.1 ± 16.8 attacks/m2 (N = 15 trees). The range of
maternal gallery density in logs was 0 to 40.31 m/m2, with an average (± SE) of 21.56 ±
2.82 m/m2 (N = 15 trees). Because the density of mountain pine beetle attacks, number of
emerging beetles and beetle body size could vary with height of attack even within this 2m section (Safranyik & Jahren, 1970b), one lower and one upper log from each tree was
randomly assigned to each of the three treatments previously described (i.e., two logs per
treatment per tree, Figure 4.2).
When the experiment was initiated, beetle reproduction had ceased and the initial
sex ratio was set. At this time, beetles were likely cold hardened through the
accumulation of cryoprotectants such as glycerol (Sømme, 1964), but they likely had not
experienced temperatures cold enough to cause significant mortality (zero hours <-20°C:
Figure 4.1; mortality can be expected at temperatures below -20°C for larvae in early
winter: (Logan et al., 1995; Bentz & Mullins, 1999). Average diameter (± SD) of the 15
sample trees was 22.1 ± 3.5 cm, with a range from 17.1 to 30.7 cm.
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Diameter at breast height (approximately 1.5 m height), phloem thickness and
beetle development stage were measured from a central 15-cm log when treatments were
applied to each tree. A dissecting microscope with an ocular micrometer (12.5x
magnification) was used to measure phloem thickness from the average of three equally
spaced locations on the circumference of the log. The bark was peeled to expose the
beetle larvae so that I could assess whether they were predominantly early instar (1st or
2nd), or late instar (3rd or 4th), based on relative head capsule size.
To collect emerging beetles, logs were individually enclosed in sections of
cylindrical cardboard concrete-forms with the ends tightly covered with circular
aluminum pans. Pin holes in the aluminum allowed air circulation within these
enclosures. The cages were dark except for a 2.5-cm hole near the bottom, which led to a
transparent collection jar. Beetles were attracted to the light from this hole and emerged
into the collection jars, which were emptied every 2-4 days. Emerged individuals were
counted and stored in the freezer (-15°C), thus killing them. A dissecting microscope
with an ocular micrometer was used to measure the body length (anterior end of head to
posterior end of elytra, 16x magnification) and pronotal width (40x magnification) of
each beetle. Sex was determined by examining the seventh tergite for a stridulation organ
that only males bear (Lyon, 1958). When emergence ceased after approximately four
months, the diameter and length of each log were measured to calculate its surface area.
The bark was removed to measure the total length of all maternal galleries along which
eggs were laid.
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Statistical Analyses
To determine the effect of overwintering treatments on offspring production, sex
ratios and body size, I used general and generalized linear mixed models (PROC
MIXED, PROC GLIMMIX: SAS 9.2, SAS Institute Inc., 2009, Cary, NC, USA). These
analyses accounted for the repeated-measure design with two fully crossed within-subject
fixed factors (treatment and log height) and tree and log (nested within tree) as random
factors. These analyses also considered, for each log, the total length of maternal galleries
(ln-transformed, m), surface area (m2) and mean phloem thickness (mm) as covariates.
Separate analyses replaced treatment with a mortality index based on expected beetle
offspring production (see Results) as a predictor of sex ratio and body size. The analysis
of body size also included sex and its interactions with treatment and log height. The
Kenward-Roger method was used to account for the repeated-measure design resulting in
fractional degrees of freedom (Kenward & Roger, 1997).
Response variables with non-normal error distributions (offspring production and
sex ratio) were analysed with generalized linear mixed models (PROC GLIMMIX: SAS
9.2). The most appropriate error distribution was selected based on deviance and the
variance-covariance matrix was subsequently selected based on the lowest QIC value
(PROC GENMOD: SAS 9.2). The analysis of offspring production (the number of
offspring that completed development and emerged as adults) considered a negative
binomial distribution with the ln link function and a Toeplitz variance-covariance matrix.
Analysis of the proportion of female offspring per log involved a binomial distribution
with the logit link function and a heterogeneous compound-symmetry variancecovariance matrix.
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Effects on body volume were assessed with a general linear mixed model (PROC
GENMOD). I estimated body volume as an ellipsoid with length as the major axis and
pronotal width as the minor axes, and applied a square-root transformation so that
observations were normally distributed with homogeneous variance. All means are
presented with standard errors, unless otherwise indicated.

Results
The applied treatments were successful at creating differences in overwintering
environments for the developing mountain pine beetles. As expected, average outdoor
temperature above the snow was colder, by 11%, than below the snow and the relative
humidity was lower, by 15% (Table 4.1). Compared to logs covered by snow (n = 30),
logs in the above-snow treatment (n = 30) were exposed 53% longer (hours) and 81%
more frequently (days) to temperatures < -20°C (Table 4.1). Temperatures ranged from 33.7°C to 8.2°C above snow and -32.5°C to 4.6°C below snow (Figure 4.1). The mean
daily minimum temperature above snow was -12.3 ± 0.7°C and -9.8 ± 0.7°C below snow.
The mean daily maximum temperature above snow was -3.8 ± 0.6°C and -4.6 ± 0.5°C
below snow. Daily minimum and maximum temperatures varied less below snow than
above snow (Figure 4.1).

Beetle Production
Prior to overwintering, all trees (N = 15) contained juvenile mountain pine
beetles, predominantly early instar larvae. Two trees failed to produce any adult beetles,
regardless of treatment. The number of beetles produced per log differed significantly
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among treatments after controlling for total length of maternal galleries surface area and
phloem thickness (Table 4.2). Beetle production increased with the total length of
maternal galleries (Table 4.2, partial regression coefficient ± standard error: 1.38 ± 0.34).
Relative to pre-winter logs, logs that overwintered produced less than half as many
beetles (Figure 4.3a, F1,21.23 = 77.15, p < 0.0001; below snow: 64.4% fewer beetles,
above snow: 98.4% fewer beetles). Above-snow logs produced 95.6% fewer beetles than
below-snow logs (Figure 4.3a; F1,26.17 = 60.11, p < 0.0001). Other measures of beetle
productivity, beetles/m of maternal gallery, beetles/m2 and beetles per attack are
summarized for each treatment (Table 4.3).
Mortality was also assessed for each log by estimating the number of beetles that
individual logs were expected to produce if they had not overwintered. The number of
beetles that emerged from the pre-winter logs varied primarily with tree identity (overall
R2 = 0.96, F17,11 = 16.57, p < 0.0001; tree identity, F14 = 11.03, p = 0.0002; log height, F1
= 0.29, p = 0.60; gallery length, F1 = 0.09, p = 0.77; log surface area, F1 = 0.96, p = 0.35).
Using the generalized linear model to determine the expected number of beetles, I created
a mortality index (MI) as:
MI = 1–[ln(Pobserved+1)/ ln(Pexpected+1)], where Pobserved is number of beetles produced
per overwintered log from the same height (lower or upper) of the same tree for which a
Pexpected was estimated. A value of zero indicates no overwintering mortality, whereas a
value of one indicates complete mortality; some slightly negative values occurred when
more beetles were observed than expected. The mean MI (proportion of beetles that died)
for below- and above-snow treatments were 0.32 ± 0.06 and 0.90 ± 0.03 respectively (n =
30 for each treatment, R2 = 82.5 F2,69.2 = 118.32, p < 0.0001).
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Sex Ratio
Overall, more females emerged from logs than males, but the sex ratio differed
significantly among treatments. Pre-winter logs produced 61.2% female beetles (Figure
4.3b), significantly greater than 50% (one sample t-test: t25 = 6.58, p < 0.0001). Sex ratios
became even more female-biased after overwintering (Figure 4.3b, Table 4.2). Belowsnow logs produced 70.2% female beetles, significantly more than observed for the prewinter logs (post-hoc Tukey-Kramer test: t31.54 = -3.56, Adj p = 0.0058). The few beetles
that emerged from above-snow logs were 72.8% female, but their small numbers (0.86 ±
0.55 beetles / log) prevented meaningful statistical comparisons of sex ratio. Sex ratio
increased significantly with overwintering mortality index (F1,61.17 = 4.94, p = 0.0299,
Figure 4.4a).

Body Volume
Body volume differed little among treatments. Beetles from pre-winter logs
displayed female-biased sexual size dimorphism as noted above (Figure 4.3c). After
statistically controlling for the length of maternal galleries, surface area of the log and
phloem thickness, sexual differences in body volume differed significantly, but
marginally, amoung treatments (Figure 4.3c; Table 4.2; sex x treatment interaction:
F2,3012 = 3.01, p = 0.0496). Average body volume of females was greater than for males
for each treatment. Although body volume was not detectably different among treatments
within each sex, visual inspection of Figure 4.3c suggests that female body volume was
greater, and male body volume was smaller in the below-snow treatment than in the prewinter treatment (sample size of the above-snow treatment was too small for meaningful
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comparisons). A similar trend was observed in the significant interaction between sex and
mortality index for body volume (sex x mortality index interaction: F1,3047 = 3.85, p =
0.0498; sex: F1,3137 = 1254.99, p < 0.0001; mortality index: F1,98.9 = 0.02, p = 0.8892).
Though the effect was modest, as mortality increased per overwintered log, body volume
of emerging beetles tended to increase for females (partial regression coefficient: 0.1180
± 0.0970 !mm3), while it tended to decrease for males (partial regression coefficient: 0.0916 ± 0.1194 !mm3) (Figure 4.4b).

Discussion
This experimental field study demonstrates that male-biased mortality during
overwintering contributes to female-biased adult sex ratios of mountain pine beetles. A
female bias in the adult sex ratio existed prior to overwintering (61%), but became
stronger in logs that overwintered (70-73%). Observed sex ratios were similar to those
reported in other studies in the laboratory without overwintering (64%: (McGhehey,
1969); 62%: (Safranyik, 1976); 57-75%: (Amman & Bartos, 1991)) and after natural
emergence (56-69%: (Safranyik & Jahren, 1970b); 58%: (Gray et al., 1972); 57-86%:
(Amman, 1984). The demonstrated higher mortality rate of juvenile (larval or pupal
stage) males than females under field conditions supports the sex-biased mortality
previously observed in adults kept in cold storage (Safranyik, 1976).
If population sex ratios of mountain pine beetles were equal at oviposition,
differential mortality of eggs and larvae may have shifted the sex ratio from equal at the
time of laying to 61% female when pre-winter logs were moved to the laboratory on 4
December. Substantial mortality (70-95%) in broods before overwintering has been
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observed (Reid, 1963). In the current study, overwinter mortality (64-98% of early winter
brood) shifted the sex ratio a further 9-12 percentage points in favour of females. Without
knowing the primary sex ratio (of eggs), I cannot determine whether the initial bias is
completely explained by mortality. Future studies will test whether a sex-ratio bias exists
at the time of oviposition.
I hypothesized that being 37% smaller than females, males would be more
susceptible to the stress of overwintering temperatures or desiccation; however, survival
varied little with body size. This finding is at odds with results of previous field studies
that cold exposure disproportionately killed early (smaller) instars relative to later (larger)
instars (Amman, 1973; Safranyik et al., 1974; Langor, 1989; Safranyik & Linton, 1998).
However, laboratory measures of cold tolerance did not differ among instars (amount of
glycerol: (Sømme, 1964); and super cooling points: (Bentz & Mullins, 1999), so
vulnerability of early instars might instead be related to their smaller body size. To the
extent that the sexes differed in the response of body size (marginal interactions between
sex and treatment or mortality), the trend for larger body size with greater mortality was
evident only for females while smaller body sizes were seen for males. Although the
effects were weak, directional selection on female body size for survival could help
maintain sexual dimorphism in this species in addition to the fecundity advantages of
large female size (Honek, 1993).
An alternative explanation for greater average body size of individuals that
survived winter compared to those from pre-winter treatments, is that the high mortality
could have reduced larval competition, facilitating growth once temperatures increased
sufficiently for feeding to resume. Competition reduces body size in mountain pine
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beetles across maternal gallery densities comparable to those in this study (Amman &
Pace, 1976b). Relative differences in body size might matter more for contest than for
scramble competition. Females might benefit more than males because their larger bodies
could favour them in contest competition (Anderson et al., 1993) or scramble competition
for resources. Future work is merited to separate the effect of size-dependent overwintering mortality and competition on final body size. Regardless, if reduced larval
competition facilitated growth it would magnify any size-dependent mortality, so the
limited differences in body size with greater mortality further diminishes any support for
the idea that smaller individuals were more likely to die.
Reasons for male-biased mortality, other than their smaller bodies, remain
unclear. Cold tolerance may depend more on lipid content than body size; the antifreeze
agents such as glycerol may be generated from lipids, as suggested in other bark beetles
(Lombardero et al., 2000). In mountain pine beetles, pre-flight adult males have lower
absolute and relative amounts of fat than females (Reid & Purcell, 2011; Graf et al.,
2012). Larval males may also have less fat and be unable to supercool as well as females,
resulting in their higher mortality. Rather than size, differences in fat stores or some other
inherent difference in males may determine susceptibility to overwintering mortality.
Male mountain pine beetles may survive worse than females because they are the
heterogametic sex (Lanier & Oliver, 1966). For this sex, deleterious mutations or
recessive alleles on both sex chromosomes are exposed to selection (Crew, 1937; Myers,
1978). Greater mortality of developing female chicken embryos (ZW heterogametes) has
been attributed to sex-linked lethal genes (Wu et al., 2012). Greater mortality of the
heterogametic sex could explain the sex ratio bias that exists even under benign
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conditions, such as in the pre-winter logs, but it is unclear how this would be intensified
in overwintering mountain pine beetles.
This study adds to the understanding of ecological consequences of winter
conditions for mountain pine beetles. The overwintering treatments significantly reduced
the number of beetles that emerged, compared to the pre-winter logs. The insulating
effect of snow (Stahl et al., 2006) and reduced desiccation of the phloem (Cole, 1975)
both likely contributed to the lower mortality in below-snow logs (64%) compared with
above snow logs (98%). Only one other study has compared overwinter survival in
relation to snow cover; mortality of overwintering adults was greater above snow
(approximately 100% mortality) than below snow (approximately 50% mortality), but
with no difference (approximately 2-15% mortality) for larvae (Reid, 1963). At that site,
the minimum overwinter temperature of -25.6°C was milder than during this study (33.7°C). At another site where temperatures reached -36.7°C, all larvae and adults died
(Reid, 1963). Other studies of mountain pine beetle overwintering in lodgepole pine have
reported similar rates of brood mortality under similar conditions (e.g. 95-100%
mortality: Langor, 1989; 91-95%: Cole, 1981; 96.5%: Amman, 1984). A laboratory study
of larvae in naturally occupied logs showed mortality (22-80%) depended on larval
instar, temperature and duration of cold exposure (Safranyik & Linton, 1998). Early
instars, colder temperatures and longer durations caused greater mortality. The high
mortality rates that I observed may be due to larvae being predominantly early instar
(Safranyik & Linton, 1998; but see (Bentz & Mullins, 1999). Exposure to cold
temperatures can decimate a mountain pine beetle population (Cole, 1975; Cole, 1981),
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but with deep snow accumulation a greater proportion of the colonized tree will be
insulated against cold temperatures, thus promoting survival.
It is important to consider how environmental conditions might affect populations
in the face of climate change. Cold winters are an important influence on mountain pine
beetle population dynamics (Bolstad et al., 1997; Carroll et al., 2003; Stahl et al., 2006).
The Rocky Mountain region is predicted to experience warmer winters and more variable
precipitation (Haughian et al., 2012). If precipitation falls as snow, beetles may survive
better over winter. However, if warmer temperatures reduce snow cover, beetles will
experience greater mortality and fluctuating overwinter temperatures will likely affect the
beetles’ ability to maintain their cold-hardened state (Régnière & Bentz, 2007). This
study reveals that a disproportionate number of the surviving beetles will be female, the
sex that initiates attacks on trees, which may allow for continued success at overcoming
trees. Clearly, population modelling should account for both snow cover and sex ratio of
survivors.
In summary, snow was found to be an important buffer against overwintering
mortality. Sex ratios became more female biased with overwinter mortality, consistent
with the previously held, but untested, expectation of male-biased mortality contributing
to biased sex ratios. However, female-biased sex ratios existed in logs that did not
overwinter, so additional mechanisms must contribute to sex-ratio bias. The weak bodysize effect in males, suggests that male-biased mortality was not size related. Further
research is needed to understand the pervasive sex ratio bias in mountain pine beetles.
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Table 4.1. Numbers of hours and days with at least one value below -30, -25 and -20°C,
and average (± SE) hourly temperature and relative humidity for overwintering
treatments recorded by a portable weather station. Bold font indicates significance (! =
0.05).

Number of Hours

Number of Days

< -20°C
< -25°C
< -30°C
< -20°C
< -25°C
< -30°C

Temperature (°C)
Relative Humidity (%)
a
paired t-test assuming equal variance

n
3238
3238
3238
136
136
136
n
3238
3238

Below Snow
count
239
115
28
16
9
4
Mean ± SE
-7.17 ± 0.12
82.79 ± 0.20
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Above Snow
count
376
203
58
29
16
8
Mean ± SE
-7.98 ± 0.15
68.14 ± 0.26

2

!
33.72
25.61
10.61
4.50
2.16
1.39
ta
13.11
55.82

p
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0011
0.0339
0.1418
0.2376
p
<0.0001
<0.0001

Table 4.2. Tests of fixed effects on a) offspring production (number of individuals per log), b) sex ratio and c) body volume (mm3) as
a function of treatment (pre-winter, below-snow, above-snow) and other covariates. Bold font indicates significance (! = 0.05).
a) Offspring Production

Treatment
Log Height
Treatment * Log Height
Gallery Length (m)
2
Log Surface Area (m )
Mean Tree Phloem (mm)
Sex
Sex * Treatment
Sex * Log Height
Sex * Treatment * Log Height

d.f.
2, 25.74
1, 41.09
2, 27.61
1, 61.14
1, 46.82
1, 26.35

F
41.41
3.79
0.27
16.88
0.07
0.11

p
< .0001
0.0583
0.7619
0.0001
0.7882
0.7425

b) Proportion Female
d.f.
2, 18.67
1, 12.02
2, 18.42
1, 15.47
1, 13.34
1, 11.21

F
6.45
2.38
1.94
1.04
0.16
0.86

p
0.0074
0.1492
0.1726
0.3243
0.6935
0.3734

c) Square Root Body
Volume
d.f.
2, 60.3
1, 104
2, 55.3
1, 34.1
1, 36.5
1, 11.9
1, 2817
2, 3012
1, 2910
2, 3047

F
0.11
0.01
0.50
1.40
0.62
0.85
134.34
3.01
1.02
1.03

p
0.8978
0.9345
0.6101
0.2442
0.4362
0.3752
< .0001
0.0496
0.3135
0.3577
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Table 4.3 Summary of beetle productivity (mean ± SE) for each treatment (n = 30).
beetles /
m maternal
gallery

beetles /
2
m

beetles /
attack

Pre-winter

14.0 ± 2.5

330.8 ± 64.4

2.7 ± 0.5

Below Snow

5.0 ± 1.0

124.4 ± 29.2

1.0 ± 0.2

Above Snow

0.3 ± 0.1

6.1 ± 2.3

0.06 ± 0.02
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Temperature (°C)!
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!
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Month!
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Figure 4.1. Daily
maximum and minimum
15temperatures (°C) from 1
September 2008 to 18
April 2009. Study trees
were cut on 4 December
5 2008. Data prior to 4
December 2008 were from
the nearest Environment
Canada weather station, 9
-5 km away (Climate
Identifier 305MGFF). Data
after 4 December 2008
were from the portable
-15weather station that
recorded temperatures
above and below snow at
the study site.
-25
Temperatures from the two
weather stations were
highly correlated (r > 0.8)
with the study site
-35
approximately 1°C
warmer.

1

Figure 4.2. For each tree, one upper and one lower log were
randomly assigned to each of the three treatments. In this example,
logs 3 and 4 were assigned to the pre-winter treatment, 1 and 5 to the
below snow treatment, and 2 and 6 to the above snow treatment.

2
3
4
5
6
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Figure 4.3. The mean (± SE)
a) numbers of beetles
produced per log, b) sex ratio
and c) body volume of female
(closed symbols) and male
(open symbols) beetles
emerging from logs in each
treatment. Based on backtransformed least-square
means from models reported
in Table 4.2. Each treatment
involved two logs from each
of 15 trees. The vertical
dashed line separates
treatments that overwintered
from the pre-winter treatment.
Contrasting capital letters
indicate significant
differences. In a) capital
letters at the same height
indicate significant difference
based on a priori orthogonal
contrasts.
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!
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!
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!
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!
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-0.4!
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Offspring body volume (mm3)!

Offspring body volume (square root mm3)!
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-0.4!
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Figure 4.4. The relations of a) sex ratio and b) offspring body volume of females (closed
symbols, solid line) and males (open symbols, dashed line) to the overwintering mortality
index. Data points are back-transformed estimates that account for the variation due to
random effects. Each data point represents the average body volume of all males or
females that emerged from one log (2 logs each from 15 trees). In b), offspring body
volume was square-root transformed for analysis; the secondary axis presents the
untransformed values.
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CHAPTER 5: CONDITION-DEPENDENT SEX ALLOCATION
COMPENSATES FOR MALE-BIASED MORTALITY IN A DIPLODIPLOID
BARK BEETLE

Introduction
The evolution of biased sex ratios has intrigued biologists for centuries (Edwards,
1998). For typical diploid organisms, equal allocation to female and male offspring is the
standard theoretical expectation (Fisher, 1930), but some factors may favour biased
allocation in individual broods (Charnov, 1982; West, 2009). Due to the difficulty of
determining sex at fertilization (primary sex ratios), most tests of the theory have
considered only secondary (at birth, hatching or weaning) or tertiary sex ratios, after
some mortality may have occurred. Consequently, few studies have looked at both
primary and adult or secondary sex ratios directly (but see e.g. (Pryke & Rollins, 2012;
English et al., 2014). Sex ratios can become biased by post-fertilization mortality, due to
differential allocation by parents, or through other post-fertilization processes that may or
may not be adaptive. Thus, biases in secondary sex ratios and tertiary sex ratios may
reflect biased primary sex ratios, differential mortality per se, biased allocation to each
sex affects differential mortality (Fisher, 1930; Kahn et al., 2015; Schindler et al., 2015).
Differential investment and differential mortality are not mutually exclusive and as such
it is important to consider both processes when making inferences based on secondary or
tertiary sex ratios. The current study examines primary sex ratios and subsequent
mortality to better understand the processes shaping secondary and tertiary sex ratios.
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A well-established hypothesis for biased maternal allocation is differential
resource allocation by mothers to their sons and daughters, if maternal investment yields
relatively greater reproductive success (Trivers & Willard, 1973; Leimar, 1996). Trivers
and Willard (1973) argued that mothers in higher condition should allocate more to the
sex that benefits most from this allocation. To date, almost 2000 articles have cited the
Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis (2015-08-08, Web of Science), suggesting that the
condition-dependent sex ratio has been well-explored. However, tests of this theory have
largely focussed on ungulates, birds and haplo-diploid organisms (reviewed in (Hewison
& Gaillard, 1999; West & Sheldon, 2002; Sheldon & West, 2004; West, 2009), leaving
its generality to other systems uncertain. Further, many assumptions of fitness
consequences of maternal state and sex allocation remain to be tested.
High quality mothers are expected to bias allocation towards the sex whose
reproductive value will benefit most from additional maternal investment (Leimar, 1996).
In size-dimorphic species, the sex yielding the greatest benefit may be the larger sex, as
sexual size dimorphism is considered an adaptive signature of previous differential
selection on body size (Fairbairn, 1997). Female-biased sexual size dimorphism is
thought to result from some combination of fecundity selection for large females or
sexual and/or viability selection for small males (Blanckenhorn, 2005). As Trivers and
Willard (1973) predicted, in polygynous mammals males benefit disproportionately from
large size and high-quality mothers tend to produce more sons than do low-quality
mothers (Sheldon & West, 2004). In insects, larger females generally produce more eggs
(Honek, 1993) and female body size varies more in response to environmental quality
(Teder & Tammaru, 2005), consequently high-quality mothers may receive greater
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fitness return from production of high-quality daughters than from high-quality sons.
However, this prediction is untested.
Optimization of investment in females and males can occur through alteration of
the primary sex ratio and/or allocation to offspring of each sex (Trivers & Willard, 1973;
Leimar, 1996). Various mechanisms can bias allocation: offspring sex ratio (Pryke &
Rollins, 2012), egg size (Cordero et al., 2000), nutrient content of eggs (Gilbert et al.,
2005; Bosch, 2008), laying order (Nager et al., 1999; Sargent & Reid, 1999), habitat
provided (Kishi, 1970), or parental care (Hogg et al., 1992; Kilner, 1998). Facultative
sex-ratio adjustment is one form of condition-dependent allocation (Trivers & Willard,
1973; Burley, 1982). Although it has been demonstrated in many haplo-diploid
organisms where mothers have control over the sex of offspring through fertilization (e.g.
wasps (Strohm & Linsenmair, 1997; Burton‐Chellew et al., 2008), ants (Chan et al.,
1999), and bees (Peterson & Roitberg, 2006)), evidence for diplo-diploid invertebrates is
limited.
After fertilization sets the primary sex ratio, differential mortality can
subsequently bias secondary and tertiary sex ratios. For example, the heterogametic sex
may experience greater mortality due to expression of exposed recessive alleles on sex
chromosomes (Myers, 1978). Sexual dimorphism in gene expression has been detected
early in fruit fly development (Perry et al., 2014) and could explain differential mortality.
In birds, for which females are the heterogametic sex, male-biased mortality has been
attributed to detrimental stress hormones (Love et al., 2005) or differences in nutritional
requirements during development (Jones et al., 2009).
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Regardless of the proximate reason, differential mortality during parental
investment is expected to select for sex-ratio adjustment that equalizes expenditure on
each sex (Fisher, 1930; Bodmer & Edwards, 1960; Kolman, 1960). Accordingly, primary
sex ratios should be biased towards the sex experiencing higher mortality, with
subsequent secondary or tertiary sex ratios being equal or biased towards the sex with
higher survival. Differential mortality occurring after parental investment does not affect
average parental fitness and thus does not favour sex-ratio adjustment (Fisher, 1930;
Shaw & Mohler, 1953; Leigh, 1970). Thus it is important to consider observations of
primary sex ratios in conjunction sex-biased mortality during parental investment that
would determine subsequent sex ratios.
Optimal condition-dependent allocation may be affected by differential mortality
during the period of investment, integrating the two hypotheses. When egg-laying is
sequential, the order in which offspring are laid may affect offspring fitness, and may be
selected in response to offspring mortality. This effect has been well demonstrated in
birds. In parrot finches, the primary sex ratio in poor environments shifted in favour of
males that would survive better than females (Pryke & Rollins, 2012). In gulls, when
conditions were poor, males had better survival if laid early and lower survival if laid
later, whereas female survival did not vary with laying order (Nager et al., 1999). Under
different environmental conditions, mothers adjusted the laying order of the sexes to
optimize offspring success (Nager et al., 1999). Competition can also influence allocation
and mortality. In Anaphes victus, a haplodiploid egg parasitoid, mothers biased
investment towards females on unparasitized hosts and towards males on already
parasitized hosts, as larval competition between the first-laid female and the second-laid
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male typically resulted in death of the male offspring (Van Baaren et al., 1999). Thus,
mothers selectively allocated male eggs to poorer quality habitat, even though males were
not more likely to win in larval competition (Van Baaren et al., 1999).
In mountain pine beetles, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Scolytinae) (hereafter MPB), adults emerging from natal habitats tend to
be female-biased with a population sex ratio of approximately 2:1 (64% female: Figure
1.1). MPB have chromosomal sex determination and heterogametic males (Lanier &
Wood, 1968a; Keeling et al., 2013). Extreme population sex ratios are expected if there is
local mate competition or infection with sex-ratio distorters (Charnov, 1982; West, 2009).
These situations are unlikely in MPB, which are predominantly outbreeding and tend to
disperse before mating (Reid, 1958a; Bleiker et al., 2013), and are not affected by
Wolbachia (Chapter 2). Moreover, the observed 2:1 sex ratio bias is not extreme, as
would be expected by either of these hypotheses.
Do female-biased MPB populations reflect female-biased primary sex ratios
and/or do post-fertilization processes favour female offspring? Females are
approximately 37% larger than males by volume (Chapter 4), suggesting investment may
be weighted towards females in both size and number. Female-biased sexual size
dimorphism has a genetic component and may also be influenced by the environment.
Female size is more responsive to good conditions than that of males (see Chapters 3 and
4) suggesting females benefit from increased size when the environment permits. Thus,
increased allocation by mothers in good condition may differentially benefit daughters
and allocation should be biased in their favour (Leimar, 1996). Greater reproductive
value in males is expected if they are able to mate multiply (Trivers & Willard, 1973).
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Although male MPB can mate with multiple females and the system has generally been
considered polygynous (Reid, 1962b), it has more recently been described as polygamous
(Janes et al., 2016). In MPB, mate choice is mutual, with preference for larger mates by
both sexes (Reid & Baruch, 2010). Males may assist with excavating egg galleries or reemerge and attempt to mate with another female (Reid, 1958a; Safranyik & Carroll,
2006), with attendant risk. Males that remain in a gallery improve the fitness of their
offspring as more eggs are produced and offspring develop faster with males present
(Amman & Bartos, 1991), thus weakening selection for males to leave to seek additional
mating opportunities. Consequently, strong differences in reproductive value between
males and females are unlikely to result from the mating system.
If increases in female body size causes reproductive value to increase more than
males, then mothers in good condition should allocate more to daughters than sons
(Leimar, 1996). In MPB, investment in female offspring might be biased through greater
production of female eggs, greater allocation to each female egg, or through the
placement of female eggs in more favourable habitat. Egg size and laying pattern, may
affect embryo survival, leading to male-biased mortality and female-biased sex ratios at
the adult stage. Earlier offspring likely experience better resources as phloem dries and
deteriorates during the season (Beaver, 1974). MPB tend to colonize lower on the trunk
where phloem resources are greater (Safranyik, 1968) and larger beetles are produced
from trees with thicker phloem (Safranyik & Jahren, 1970b; Amman & Pace, 1976b).
MPB mothers produce egg galleries, moving vertically up the tree, so early offspring also
likely encounter thicker phloem, allowing them to grow larger. Larger body size would
likely increase success at scramble competition or cannibalistic encounters with smaller
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larvae from neighbouring broods (Beaver, 1974), and in adult females, their fecundity
(McGhehey, 1971; Manning & Reid, 2013) and the rate of egg laying (Reid, 1962b).
Thus, mothers in good condition may bias allocation by laying larger female eggs earlier,
and this greater investment should be reflected in the survival and size of adult offspring.
If differential sex allocation causes female-biased secondary sex ratios, then primary sex
ratios or allocation should be similarly female-biased.
Alternatively, the female-biased sex ratio regularly seen in emerging adult MPB
may simply result from differential male mortality during development. The observation
of male-biased developmental mortality under harsh overwintering conditions (Chapter
4), poor habitat (Cole et al., 1976b) or intense competition (Cole, 1973) suggest this is the
case at the population level. Male-biased mortality during the investment period should
select for increased allocation towards male offspring. As mothers lay eggs, they allocate
some portion of phloem resources to each offspring. When an individual offspring dies
during development, the resources become available to nearby siblings and, in a sense,
are reallocated (Kahn et al., 2015). Thus, if one sex is more likely to die during
development, the cost of rearing that sex is reduced and allocation should shift to
equalize investment in the sex with greater mortality. If differential mortality of males
causes female-biased secondary sex ratios, primary sex ratios should be male-biased.
With increasing developmental mortality, secondary and tertiary brood sex ratios should
be more female-biased.
To understand female reproductive strategies in MPB, I tested three underlying
assumptions of the Trivers and Willard hypothesis (1973, as summarized by (Hewison &
Gaillard, 1999)): 1) high-quality mothers invest more into reproduction than low-quality
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mothers, allowing them to produce high-quality offspring; 2) offspring quality persists to
adulthood; and 3) increased investment affects one sex more than the other. I reared
individual broods to determine how habitat and maternal quality affect reproductive
investment, sex allocation, subsequent mortality, offspring size and adult sex ratios. I
tested predictions about the fitness consequences of maternal state and laying order.

Methods
Study Design
To determine the effect of maternal condition on reproductive success and sex
allocation, I established breeding pairs of MPB in uncolonized logs of lodgepole pine.
Parents were collected from logs cut from six naturally colonized trees near the Nakiska
Ski Resort in Kananaskis, Alberta (50.94 °N, 115.15 °W) on March 13, 2008. Two 70-cm
logs cut from the base of each tree were enclosed and maintained at room temperature
(22°C) to allow beetles to complete development. Live beetles that emerged were sexed
acoustically according to the presence of a stridulation organ on the penultimate tergite in
males (Lyon, 1958). Females and males were stored separately at 4°C until used in the
study.

Starvation Treatment
To vary female condition prior to reproduction, females were randomly assigned
to a depleted or normal treatment. Each individual was placed in a 20 mL snap-cap vial
with a perforated lid containing moist tissue. Females were stored for five days, either at
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room temperature for the depleted treatment, or in the refrigerator (4ºC) to slow their
metabolism for the normal treatment (Elkin & Reid, 2005; Latty & Reid, 2010).
To calculate body volume and an index of condition prior to introducing beetles
to breeding sites, total body length (anterior of the head to posterior of the elytra),
pronotal width and body mass of all females were measured. Length and width were used
to calculate the body volume of a beetle using the equation for an ellipsoid (Elkin &
Reid, 2005). The average (± SE) mother body volume was 8.025 ± 0.155 mm3 (n = 140).
The residuals from a regression of mass (mg) on body volume (mm3) were used as an
index of maternal condition (Elkin & Reid, 2005), with negative residuals indicating
poorer condition (mg) than expected based on body volume. The depletion treatment
reduced maternal condition, as expected, but due to overlapping distributions we used
condition index as a continuous variable for all analyses.

Brood Initiation
Nine trees near West Bragg Creek, Alberta (50.95 °N, 114.67 °W) were
haphazardly selected to represent natural variation in habitat quality (Table 5.1). Selected
trees were felled on April 13, 2008. Four 70-cm long bolts were cut from each tree and
their ends were sealed with hot paraffin wax to reduce drying. The surface of each log
was separated into quarters by removing a 1-cm wide vertical strip of bark and phloem
and filling it with putty, thus creating a physical barrier between sections that were 70 cm
long and 9.8 to 19.2 cm wide.
One experimental female was implanted into each quarter-section of uncolonized
logs to establish an egg gallery. A gallery entrance was initiated 10 cm from the bottom
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of each section by gently hammering a nail through the bark to the phloem. A 1.5-mL
microcentrifuge tube with the tip cut off was sealed around each entrance hole allowing a
randomly assigned female to be introduced. For each log, two sections received depleted
females and two sections received normal females. After two days, any female that failed
to enter was replaced with another female from the same treatment. To avoid inbreeding,
females were offered a randomly selected male that had emerged from a different natal
tree. Males were added to the microcentrifuge tube enclosing the gallery entrance two
days after each female had entered the log as evidenced by the presence of boring dust.
Males were also given two days to enter before being replaced with another male if they
had not entered the gallery. One randomly chosen section of each log was observed at the
egg stage, one at the larval stage and the remaining two sections, representing one normal
and one depleted treatment, were observed at the adult stage.

Collection and Observation of MPB Life Stages
To collect offspring during the egg stage, we began to harvest eggs one week after
implantation from one randomly-selected maternal egg gallery per log. The bark was
peeled and eggs were collected from each gallery until the mother was observed in the
gallery. The gallery was resealed with petroleum jelly and cellophane to maintain
moisture and the mother was allowed to continue laying eggs (Elkin & Reid, 2005). In
some cases this disturbance was enough to cause mothers to abandon further gallery
construction, but most females continued to construct galleries. After one to two more
weeks, the bark was again peeled and eggs were collected.
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To assess changes in egg density along the gallery, the distance of each egg from
the start of the gallery was recorded in 5-cm groups. Laying order was recorded for each
egg and its development was identified as stage 1 to 4 (Reid & Gates, 1970). Egg length
and width were measured (at 50x magnification) and volume was calculated as an
ellipsoid as described above for adult body volume. To determine hatching success, eggs
from the first week of collection were placed in 96-well plastic ELISA plates containing a
moistened piece of filter paper. Eggs were observed under a microscope daily following
removal from their gallery. As eggs hatched, the larvae were transferred to a PCR plate,
which was then frozen for subsequent DNA extraction for sex determination. After
fourteen days, eggs that had not hatched were considered non-viable and were also frozen
for DNA extraction.
Larval density was observed from a second randomly selected gallery of each log.
Larvae were collected four to five weeks after implantation by peeling bark and phloem
from the logs. The location of each larva was recorded to the nearest 5 cm from the start
of the gallery.
The remaining two galleries on each log were allowed to complete development
undisturbed. Black mesh was sealed to the log with grey putty and stapled in place,
enclosing each gallery to collect emerging adults. Lights on a 12:12 hour cycle (light to
dark) were used to attract positively phototactic offspring (Shepherd, 1966) to the
emergence containers, containing a moist tissue paper at the bottom of each enclosure.
Emerging adult offspring were collected every few days and were killed by transferring
them to the freezer, where they were stored until samples could be processed. Pronotal
width and total length of each beetle were measured (16x to 20x magnification) and body
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volume was calculated as described above. Adult beetles were sexed visually according
to the penultimate tergite, which contains a stridulation organ on males (Lyon, 1958).
To determine mortality during development, I removed the bark once emergence
was complete and enumerated the larval trails radiating from the maternal egg gallery, the
pupal chambers and the emergence holes in 5-cm groups along the length of each gallery.
As a measure of habitat quality, phloem thickness was recorded using calipers at each
gallery entrance.

DNA Extraction and Genotyping of Egg Sex for Primary Sex Ratios
A sex-specific microsatellite, DPO486, with a characteristic pattern in the number
of base pairs, has been used to identify the sex of adult mountain pine beetles (Davis et
al., 2009). DPO486 amplifies fragments with bands of odd base-pair lengths from the Xchromosome and bands of even lengths from the Y-chromosome. Therefore, males have
an even-odd pattern and females have an odd-odd pattern (Davis et al., 2009). Scoring
was blind and excluded peaks that were low quality.
I confirmed this pattern in adults from my study population (females: n = 33;
males: n = 33) whose sex had been determined by visual inspection for the stridulation
organ on the penultimate tergite (Lyon, 1958). Beetles were homogenized in 100 uL of
low-salt lysis buffer and 10 uL of 20-mg/ml proteinase K, and incubated at 60 °C
(Yezerski et al., 2003). After 30 min, 35 uL of high-salt lysis buffer was added and the
incubation continued at 60 °C for an additional 30 min. DNA was obtained from adult
beetles using phenol-chloroform extraction (modified from (Sambrook & Russell, 2001).
The sample was washed twice with 135-uL phenol and then once with 65 uL each of
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phenol and chloroform. DNA was then precipitated in 200 uL ice-cold 95% ethanol and
13 uL of 3-M Na-acetate, pH 5.2. The sample was held at -20 °C for at least an hour, then
centrifuged at 4 °C for 20 min at 15000 RPM. The ethanol mixture was decanted and the
pellet was washed with 500 uL ice-cold 70% ethanol. The pellet was centrifuged at 4 °C
for 2 min at 15000 RPM. Ethanol was decanted and the remaining ethanol was allowed to
evaporate for 10 min. DNA was then resuspended in 20 uL Tris-EDTA buffer. Extraction
of DNA was confirmed on a 1.5% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide.
DNA extraction of eggs was done through a direct method as follows. Eggs were
crushed using a sterilized metal probe in 4 uL of worm lysis buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM
Tris pH 8.3, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.45% NP-40 (IGEPAL), 0.45% Tween-20, 0.01% Gelatin;
Tim Schedl, personal communication) containing 2.4 x 10-4 ug proteinase K and 7.9 x 104

ug RNAase A. Crushed eggs were frozen at -80 °C for 10 min and then thawed at room

temperature. This freeze-thaw cycle was repeated twice. Eggs were then incubated at 60
°C for 120 min, and 95 °C for 15 min.
Adult beetle DNA were amplified using 25-uL reactions containing 2.5 uL 10x
PCR buffer, 1 uL 50-mM MgCl2, 0.5 uL 10-mM dNTPs, 0.5 uL 5x Taq, 1 uL 110pmol/uL forward primer, 1 uL 110-pmol/uL reverse primer (5’ 6-FAM labelled).
Egg DNA were amplified using 10-uL reactions containing 1.0 uL 10x PCR
buffer, 0.4 uL 50-mM MgCl2, 0.2 uL 10-mM dNTPs, 0.2 uL 5x Taq, 0.5 uL 110-pmol/uL
forward primer, 0.5 uL 110-pmol/uL reverse primer (5’ 6-FAM labelled), and the entire 4
uL of sample.
PCR consisted of 94˚C for 5 min, 45 cycles of: 94˚C for 1 min, 35˚C for 1 min,
72˚C for 2 min, with a final extension at 72˚C for 7 min. Microsatellite fragment analysis
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was conducted on an ABI 3500xL Genetic Analyzer in relation to the size standard
GeneScan500-LIZ. Fragment sizes were scored using GeneMapper software (Applied
Biosystems; Version 4.1).
Alleles were found in the range of 109-115 bp, with common alleles of 109, 114,
115 bp. Females had a characteristic allele pattern with both alleles having an odd
number of base pairs (odd/odd: e.g. 115/115, 109/115), whereas males had one allele
with an even number of base pairs (even/odd: e.g. 114/115, 109/114). This pattern was
consistent in all adults, with a similar distribution in eggs.

Statistical Analyses
A number of models were tested for beetle response variables at different life
stages. Response variables of interest for sections peeled at the egg stage were egg size,
hatching probability and egg sex. Predictor variables were egg volume (when not the
response variable), egg development stage, egg order, egg order squared to account for a
curvi-linear relationship (Elkin & Reid, 2005; Manning & Reid, 2013), total egg number,
mother body volume, and mother condition index. Response variables of interest for
comparing sections peeled at the egg, larval and adult stages were offspring density,
larval survival, offspring adult body size and sex ratio. Predictor variables were life stage,
distance, distance squared, mother body volume, mother condition index, phloem
thickness and where appropriate larval density (ln-transformed) and sex. Biologically
relevant interactions were also considered. The nested structure of the model allowed for
the testing of numerous covariates.
Analyses accounted for the repeated-measure design, with gallery nested within
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tree, or gallery nested within bolt and tree as random factors, when appropriate. Egg and
body sizes (square-root transformed) were assessed with general linear mixed models
(PROC MIXED; SAS 9.3, SAS Institute Inc., 2010, Cary, NC, USA). Hatch, egg sex,
probability of larval survival and proportion female were assessed with generalized linear
mixed models (PROC GLIMMIX), using binary or binomial error distribution with a
logit link function. Offspring density at the different life stages was assessed with
generalized linear mixed models (PROC GLIMMIX), using a negative binomial error
distribution with a log link function. Kenward and Roger’s (Kenward & Roger, 1997)
method was used to account for the repeated-measure design and resulted in fractional
degrees of freedom. All means are presented with standard errors, unless otherwise
indicated.

Results
A total of 1635 eggs were collected from 34 galleries (2 galleries were
unsuccessful). Galleries ranged from 7 to 55 cm in length (mean ± SE: 30.7 ± 2.7, n =
34), with 2 to 119 eggs per gallery (mean ± SE: 48.11 ± 5.79 eggs, median: 44 eggs, IQR:
17.75 - 73.75, n = 34). Mean egg volume was 0.173 ± 0.001 mm3 (n = 982). Gallery
lengths and brood sizes were similar to those reported previously for MPB in nature
(Reid, 1963; Latty & Reid, 2009).

Tree and Egg Characteristics
Egg volume, hatching and primary sex ratio did not vary significantly with any
measured tree characteristic, including phloem thickness, recent tree growth rate during
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the last five years or tree diameter (Table 5.1, analyses not shown). Consequently, the
tree variables were not included in subsequent statistical analyses of egg variables.

Maternal Effects on Egg Characteristics
Hatching success, total egg number, total egg-gallery length, and egg density did
not vary significantly with mother size or condition (Table 5.2). Larger or bettercondition mothers produced larger eggs (Figure 5.1, Table 5.2). Larger females produced
broods that were more male biased (Figure 5.2, Table 5.2). I explore these patterns
further by considering the order in which individual eggs were laid along the gallery.

Egg Volume
An egg size-number trade-off was evident, as mothers with larger broods
produced smaller eggs (Figure 5.3.A, Table 5.3.A). Egg size increased slightly with egg
stage and thus was included in the model to statistically control for the stage at which
eggs were removed from the gallery (partial regression coefficient: 0.0019 ± 0.0009,
Table 5.3.A).
Egg volume did not differ between female and male eggs (Table 5.3.A). Thus
mothers do not bias investment to each sex through egg size. Mother size and condition
interacted with laying order to explain egg size. Larger or better condition mothers
produced larger eggs relative to smaller or poorer condition mothers, and the discrepancy
increased along galleries (Figure 5.3.B, Figure 5.3.C, Table 5.3.A). Egg size also
increased along galleries, with a faster increase for larger mothers (Figure 5.3.B, Table
5.3.A). Egg size along the gallery initially increased in size for both mothers in good and
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poor condition, but began to decrease and at a faster rate for mothers in poor condition
(Figure 5.3.C, Table 5.3.A).

Hatching Probability
A high percentage of eggs hatched (83.6 %, of 544 eggs), even after handling and
under these artificial conditions. Mothers that laid large clutches also had higher hatching
success (Figure 5.4.A, Table 5.3.B). Development stage of eggs was statistically
controlled for in the model as later stage eggs had a higher probability of hatching (partial
regression coefficient: 0.5169 ± 0.2163, Table 5.3.B). Importantly, larger eggs had
greater hatch success (Figure 5.4.B, Table 5.3.B). Early laid eggs of both sexes had high
hatching success; however, the success of male eggs decreased along the gallery, whereas
female eggs hatching success remained consistently high (Figure 5.4.C, Table 5.3.B).

Sex Ratio
Measures of sex ratio indicated allocation favoured males at both the population
and individual brood levels. The overall “population” primary sex ratio was slightly male
biased (46.23% female, n = 1248, !2 = 7.08, d.f. = 1, p = 0.0078 compared to 50%). The
average primary sex ratio of individual broods was also male biased (all broods: 43.1 ±
2.9 % female, n = 33, !2 = 108.92, d.f. = 32, p < 0.0001; broods with at least 20 eggs:
43.6 ± 3.0 % female, n = 23, !2 = 98.46, d.f. = 22, p < 0.0001). The proportion invested in
female offspring, calculated as the product of the number of female eggs and mean egg
volume divided by the total investment in males and females, was also male biased (44.3
± 2.6 % female, n = 32, t = -2.18, d.f. = 31, p = 0.0366).
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The “population” secondary sex ratio, at hatching, 49.3% female, (females: n =
284, males: n = 292) tended to be less male biased than the primary sex ratio, although
they did not differ significantly (Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.2263). The secondary sex ratio
did not differ from 1:1 (!2 = 0.11, d.f. = 1, p = 0.74) based on both eggs from the hatching
observations (46.9% female, females: n = 197, males: n = 223, !2 = 1.61, d.f. = 1, p =
0.20) and individuals collected as larvae (55.8% female, females: n = 87, males: n = 69,
!2 = 2.08, d.f. = 1, p = 0.15). The average secondary sex ratio of individual broods was
also male biased (all broods: 47.6 ± 3.9 % female, n = 32, !2 = 56.6, d.f. = 31 , p = 0.003).
Patterns of sex allocation along the gallery differed based on mother size. Early in
the gallery, large mothers were more likely to lay male offspring, whereas small mothers
were more likely to lay female offspring (Figure 5.5, Table 5.3.C). The probability of
laying female eggs decreased along the gallery, but faster for smaller mothers. Brood sex
ratio supported these results: larger females laid relatively more male eggs (Figure 5.2,
Table 5.2).
Given the sex-specific hatch rate along the gallery, I calculated the secondary sex
ratio after hatching in the absence of adjustment for male-biased mortality. If male and
female eggs were laid in a random order with a primary sex ratio of 1:1, all else equal, the
secondary sex ratio is predicted to be 55.38 ± 0.50% (mean ± 95 % CI, n = 1000) female,
compared to the observed “population” secondary sex ratio of 49.3% female.

Offspring Mortality
Offspring density did not differ between the egg and larval stages among galleries
(Figure 5.6.A, Table 5.4.A). Substantial mortality occurred during the larval and pupal
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stages (Figure 5.6.A, Table 5.4.B). Larger mothers produced relatively more eggs than
smaller mothers early in the gallery, and relatively fewer eggs later in the gallery (Figure
5.6.B, Table 5.4.A). The pattern persisted through the later life stages (Figure 5.6.C,
Table 5.4.B).
Larval survival depended on habitat quality, mother state and patterns of
allocation along the gallery (Table 5.5.A). Larval survival increased with phloem
thickness (Figure 5.7.A). Broods produced by larger mothers had higher larval survival
(Figure 5.7.B). A weak interaction suggested larval survival declined along the gallery of
larger mothers, whereas it increased along the gallery of smaller mothers (distance x
mother volume interaction; partial regression coefficient: -0.015 ± 0.0078, Figure 5.7.C).
Pupal density was greatest 15 to 20 cm along the gallery (Figure 5.8.A, Table
5.5.B). To test the effect of sibling competition for resources, larval density (lntransformed) was included in the model (Table 5.5.B). Larval density had a positive, but
diminishing effect on pupal density (Figure 5.8.B, Table 5.5.B). Again pupal density
increased with phloem thickness (Figure 5.8.C, Table 5.5.B).

Offspring Adult Body Size
Adult body size varied significantly with habitat quality (Table 5.6.A). Body size
increased with phloem thickness (Figure 5.9.A). Adult offspring were smallest in
galleries that also had high developmental mortality (adults per larvae; Figure 5.9.B).
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Tertiary Sex Ratio
The tertiary “population” sex ratio of all emerging adults was female-biased
(56.1% female, n = 891, !2 = 13.33, d.f. = 1, p = 0.0003) and differed significantly from
the primary (Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.0001) and secondary sex ratios (Fisher’s exact test:
p = 0.0118). The average tertiary sex ratio of individual broods was also female biased
(all broods: 55.6 ± 3.2 % female, n = 52, !2 = 71.36, d.f. = 51, p = 0.0314; broods with at
least 20 adults: 54.7 ± 3.2 % female, n = 17, !2 = 38.83, d.f. = 16, p < 0.0012). The sex
ratio was male-biased when developmental mortality was low, but female biased when
developmental mortality was high (Figure 5.10, Table 5.6.B).

Discussion
At the population level, male-biased primary sex ratio and greater developmental
mortality suggests selection has shifted numerical allocation towards the sex experiencing
greater mortality. However, at the individual brood level, patterns show that larger
females favour production of sons, supporting condition-dependent investment, but not in
the direction predicted. Further, the laying order of each sex does not appear to be
random and is also indicative of condition-dependent investment.

Testing Assumptions
The first assumption of Trivers and Willard’s (1973) hypothesis was met, as highquality mothers (larger, better condition) invested more in egg size than low-quality
mothers, and this contrast was reflected in offspring survivorship to the end of the
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investment period (egg size: Figure 5.1.A and B, Figure 5.3.B and C; and larval survival:
Figure 5.7.B).
The second assumption, that differences in offspring quality persist to adulthood,
was largely supported. Larvae of larger mothers survived better (Figure 5.7.B), and
attained larger final size (Figure 5.9.B) than those of smaller mothers. In particular, male
offspring of high-quality mothers survived well, resulting in equal sex ratios (Figure
5.10). Whether offspring quality affects subsequent reproductive success was not tested,
but this is likely given the relationships observed with body size and reproductive success
here and elsewhere (Latty & Reid, 2010; Reid & Purcell, 2011; Manning & Reid, 2013).
The third assumption, that an increase in maternal quality affects one sex more
than the other, received little support. The original Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis
suggested that increased resources would be reflected in the offspring body size. Leimar
(1996) suggested that the correlation between mother and daughter quality should be at
least 0.5 or 25% for female reproductive value to outweigh that of males. Offspring sex
did not interact with maternal size or condition to affect final body size, so the effect of
any increased maternal investment was not obvious. However, in higher quality habitat,
females had relatively greater final body size and thus did disproportionally better than
males, similar to patterns seen in Chapter 3. Thus environmental quality might influence
offspring body size more than maternal quality.
Instead of body size, we may see that an increase in maternal quality affects the
survival of one sex more than the other. Given male-biased mortality at the egg stage
(Figure 5.4.C), and during development (Figure 5.10), which results in female-biased
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adult sex ratios, mothers that can improve the survival of sons through greater investment
will have higher fitness.
Although offspring density changed along the gallery depending on mother body
size, only the magnitude was affected by life stage suggesting that there is no survival
benefit of being laid early or late (Figure 5.6.B and C). Further, given that sex ratio laid
also becomes more male-biased along the gallery (Figure 5.5), the lack of interaction
between life stage and distance (Table 5.4.A) suggests mortality is proportional along the
gallery. Patterns of sex allocation along the gallery may compensate for deteriorating
conditions. Furthermore male eggs are laid in locations subject to higher mortality risk
(compare Figure 5.4.C and Figure 5.5) leaving unconsumed resources available for
nearby siblings.

Habitat Quality
Tree characteristics did not affect brood-level allocation, but likely affected
patterns along the gallery. Phloem thickness positively affected larval survival, pupal
density and final offspring body size. Habitat quality was expected to deteriorate along
galleries, affecting maternal investment. MPB have a combination of income and capital
breeding (Elkin & Reid, 2005). For all mothers, an initial increase in egg size with laying
order (Figure 5.3.B and C) likely reflects income breeding or a lag as mothers histolyze
wing muscles (Reid, 1962b). Further along the gallery, egg size decreased with the rate
depending on maternal condition (Figure 5.3.C), which could be due to senescence, but
may also be due to feeding on phloem of decreasing quality.
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Sex Ratios and Differential Mortality
Primary sex ratios were male-biased. Male-biased mortality during development
shifted the adult sex ratio towards a female bias. The change in sex bias was due to malebiased mortality at more than one stage, evident in eggs that did not hatch, and later in
failed larval galleries and pupal chambers. Male-biased mortality during development is
consistent with previous reports in overwintering larvae (Chapter 4), crowded larvae
(Cole, 1973) and adults in cold storage (Safranyik, 1976). In this study, male-biased
mortality occurred despite the relatively benign experimental conditions compared to
those typically experienced in natural populations. Few other brood level studies of sex
ratio and mortality have been conducted. One brood level study showed on average adult
sex ratios were females-biased, and although they suggested male-mortality they did not
have any measures of mortality to support this idea (McGhehey, 1969). Another study of
individual broods showed differences in brood productivity but not sex ratios among
three treatments (Amman & Bartos, 1991).
Male-biased mortality has been associated with female-biased secondary or
tertiary sex ratios in other organisms. In birds this pattern also exists despite females
being the heterogametic sex. Similar patterns of failure of male embryos produce femalebiased secondary sex ratios in birds (Whittingham & Dunn, 2001; Rutkowska & Cicho!,
2002; Gustafsson et al., 2005). In European starlings elevated levels of stress hormones
cause female-biased sex ratios due to failure of male eggs (Love et al., 2005). Differences
in egg density between the sexes in the red-necked phalarope may indicate biased yolk
allocation to males resulting in greater hatch success (English et al., 2014). Possible
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causes of male-biased mortality in Drosophila melanogaster include early expression of
sex-specific genes (Perry et al., 2014).

Egg Size and Hatch Success
Mothers did not bias investment to each sex through egg size, as it did not differ
between sons and daughters. After statistically controlling for maternal volume and
condition, an egg size-number trade-off became evident, which females must optimize
due to limited resources available for reproduction. The ability to increase egg size is
beneficial as larger eggs were more likely to hatch. Given the extremely high hatching
success, even under artificial conditions, egg size seems to be optimized: hatching
success increased only weakly with egg size. In a previous study of MPB, eggs of larger
mothers had higher hatching success, although viable and non-viable eggs did not differ
in size (McGhehey, 1971). A similar approach was used in this study, observing fates of
eggs removed from the gallery, and detected the same hatching success as I observed.
Incidentally, this high hatch success under artificial conditions combined with similar
offspring densities at the egg and larval stages, make the presence of male-killing
endosymbionts unlikely in the study population (see also Chapter 2).

Condition-Dependence
Hatching success declined with egg-laying order, especially for males, suggesting
that male eggs would do best if laid first, with weaker selection on placement of female
eggs (Figure 5.4.C). An optimal strategy, which occurs in some birds, (Nager et al., 1999;
Pryke & Rollins, 2012) is for a female in poor condition to lay each sex where they have
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high survival relative to the other sex. However, MPB did not follow this pattern. Larger
mothers consistently laid more male eggs along the gallery, (Figure 5.5), whereas small
mothers initially laid female-biased sex ratios. Although the pattern of egg laying seems
condition-dependent, it is not in the direction to optimize offspring survival; all mothers
were more likely to lay males later in the laying order when male mortality rates were
greater than females mortality rates.
Smaller mothers switched strategies to lay more males late in their laying
sequence as they fed and could increase allocation to reproduction, as demonstrated by
increased egg density and size. However, all mothers laid more males late in the sequence
where mortality was greatest (Figure 5.5). Thus, even the location where they lay male
eggs seems to equalize investment in each sex, as expected for differential mortality
during parental investment (Fisher, 1930; Maynard Smith, 1980). Had mothers randomly
allocated female and male eggs along the gallery, the resulting secondary (hatching) sex
ratios would be much more female-biased (projected: 57.9% female vs. observed: 49.3%
female).
However, the weak interaction between mother size and larval survival for later
life stages tells a different story (Figure 5.7.C). Although hatch success was lower for
later laid eggs, larval survival (to pupation) was highest later in the gallery for small
mothers. Low hatching success further along the gallery may relax competition for
surviving individuals. The diminishing relation of pupal density to larval density (Figure
5.8.B) suggests that increased competition reduces survival.
In another bark beetle species, Ips pini, which has male-biased sexual size
dimorphism, male gallery initiation and a harem-polygynous mating system, mothers laid
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relatively more female eggs earlier in the laying sequence (Sargent & Reid, 1999). Ips
females also produced male-biased broods in poor environments, indicating greater
allocation to females under good conditions (Sargent & Reid, 1999), counter to the
pattern expected by Trivers and Willard (1973). Sargent and Reid’s (1999) study and the
current study show greater allocation in good conditions to the smaller, non-pioneering
sex. Perhaps smaller individuals consume fewer resources during development, so
mothers may equalize allocation to the less costly sex. However, another study of three
Ips species found that early laid offspring tend to compete more than later laid offspring
(Schlyter & Zhang, 1996). This suggests that in Ips, later laid eggs may access better
habitat; however, this will likely depend on harem size and the distance between harems.

Conclusion
Sex ratios begin as male-biased and become more female-biased with
developmental mortality. At the population level, male-biased allocation and mortality
during the investment period supports Fisher’s principle for equalizing investment in
response to mortality. However, individual allocation strategies depended on mother size.
Condition-dependent investment occurs in the direction opposite to expected, with larger
females biasing allocation towards males. Even within broods male-biased mortality
appears to be mitigated by the order of oviposition of each sex. Thus, facultative sex-ratio
adjustment in MPB compensates for greater male mortality during development.
Secondary and tertiary sex ratios are often used to suggest the processes
producing them. I measured primary, secondary and tertiary sex ratios in order to clarify
the processes shaping each. In this study the underlying assumptions of the Trivers and
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Willard’s (1973) hypothesis were tested, and the primary sex ratio of individual broods
were found to integrate differential mortality patterns with expectations of conditiondependent sex allocation. Allocation was condition-dependent and biased in favour of
males, seemingly in response to greater male-mortality during the period of parental
investment as predicted by Fisher (1930).
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Table 5.1. Location and characteristics of the naturally colonised trees with emerging beetles that were used for implantation.
Type

Source Stand

Latitude

Longitude

N

Natal

Nakiska

50.94 °N

115.15 °W

6

Age
(years)
63.3 ± 0.4

Oviposition

Bragg Creek

50.95 °N

114.67 °W

10

123.1 ± 2.9

Recent growth rate
(mm/year)
0.825 ± 0.081

Phloem
thickness (mm)
1.10 ± 0.06

Tree diameter
(cm)
20.1 ± 1.4

0.914 ± 0.115

1.08 ± 0.11

22.6 ± 1.0
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Table 5.2. General and generalized linear models of brood characteristics in relation to the mother size and condition. Bold font
indicates significance (! = 0.05).
3
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Square Root Mean Egg Volume (mm )
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Proportion Hatched
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Proportion Female
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Total Eggs
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Gallery Length (cm)
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )

Estimate

d.f.

F

p

0.0036
0.0128

1, 30
1, 30

6.37
4.54

0.0171
0.0415

-0.0009
0.0954

1, 29
1, 29

0
0.14

0.9864
0.7068

-0.0568
-0.2044

1, 29
1, 29

4.63
2.36

0.0398
0.1353

! 0.0262
0.1477

1, 29.36
1, 29.8

0.25
0.42

0.6188
0.5199

! 0.0171

1, 26.26

0.22

0.6396

Condition of Mother (mg)
Egg Density
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )

0.1424

1, 28.13

0.8

0.3777

0.0319

1, 30

0.62

0.4380

Condition of Mother (mg)

0.1781

1, 30

1.09

0.3055

Table 5.3. Generalized and general linear mixed models of individual egg traits. Bold font indicates significance (! = 0.05).
3

3

Egg Volume (mm )
Egg Developmental Stage (1 to 4)
Sex
Egg Order
2
Egg Order
Total Eggs
3
Maternal Volume (mm )
Maternal Condition (mg)
Egg Order * Maternal Volume
Egg Order * Maternal Condition
Egg Order * Sex

A) Egg volume (mm )
d.f.
F
p
1, 820
4.44
0.0355
1, 808
0.04
0.8414
1, 826
16.02
<.0001
1, 818 151.44
<.0001
1, 28.9
7.17
0.0121
1, 29.6
3.52
0.0707
1, 30.1
0.67
0.4204
1, 826
50.67
<.0001
1, 826
20.81
<.0001
-

B) Hatch (yes/no)
d.f.
F
p
1, 149.7
9.50
0.0024
1, 202.9
5.71
0.0178
1, 453
3.29
0.0706
1, 453
0.56
0.4560
1, 453
0.35
0.5518
1, 24.87
4.49
0.0443
1, 24.76
0.38
0.5448
1, 23.31
0.21
0.6518
1, 453
4.08
0.0439

C) Sex (Female/Male)
d.f.
F
p
1, 1182 6.19 0.0130
1, 1182 0.25 0.6144
1, 32.57 1.05 0.3136
1, 46.48 6.59 0.0136
1, 24.44 0.70 0.4110
1, 1182 4.31 0.0380
-
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Table 5.4. Generalized linear mixed models of offspring density and survival at different life stages. Bold font indicates significance
(! = 0.05).
A) Offspring Density
(Eggs vs. Larvae)
d.f.
1, 169.5

Life Stage
Distance along gallery (5 cm groups)
Distance Squared
3

Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Phloem Thickness (mm)
Distance * Life stage
Distance * Condition of Mother (mg)
3
Distance * Body Volume of Mother (mm )

F

B) Offspring Density
(Larvae vs. Pupae vs. Adults)

0

p
0.9552

d.f.
1, 1316

F
117.14

p
<.0001

1, 331

35.6

<.0001

1, 1356

94.06

<.0001

1, 307.8

38.12

<.0001

1, 1304

152.77

<.0001

1, 155
1, 144.8
1, 38.99
1, 331
1, 328.6
1, 312.8

3.66
0.75
0.06
0.14
0
4.01

0.0577
0.3871
0.8079
0.7117
0.9525
0.0460

1, 45.8
1, 47.35
1, 34.81
2, 1458
1, 1248
1, 1391

4.4
0.28
0.77
0.4
0.8
23.39

0.0415
0.5969
0.3877
0.6715
0.3714
<.0001
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Table 5.5. Generalized linear mixed models of larval survival and pupal density. Bold font indicates significance (! = 0.05).
A) Proportion Surviving
Larval Stage (PC/LT)
Distance along gallery (5 cm groups)
Distance Squared
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Phloem Thickness (mm)
LN Larval Density (number / 5 cm)
Distance * Condition of Mother (mg)
3
Distance * Body Volume of Mother (mm )

B) Pupal Density
(number / 5 cm)

d.f.
1, 411

F
3.03

p
0.0825

d.f.
1, 119

F
4.18

p
0.0431

1, 411
1, 60.83
1, 64.08
1, 34.1
1, 411
1, 411

0.43
4.02
0.13
7.05
2.22
3.61

0.5118
0.0495
0.7157
0.0120
0.1370
0.0580

1, 129.3
1, 34
1, 34.82
1, 35.55
1, 253.7
-

7.62
0.12
1.34
10.57
176.29
-

0.0066
0.7267
0.2553
0.0025
<.0001
-
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Table 5.6. General and generalized linear mixed models of A) adult offspring body volume and B) tertiary brood sex ratio. Bold font
indicates significance (! = 0.05).
A) Offspring Body Volume (mm3)
Sex
3
Body Volume of Mother (mm )
Condition of Mother (mg)
Phloem Thickness (mm)
Developmental Mortality (Adults / Larvae)

d.f.
1, 751

F
356.17

p
<.0001

1, 36.7
1, 39.6
1, 34
1, 40.2

0.08
0.15
8.05
9.64

0.7733
0.7031
0.0076
0.0035

B) Proportion Female
d.f.
1, 43
1, 43
1, 26.07
1, 43

F
0.75
4.05
0
4.26

p
0.3912
0.0503
0.9750
0.0451
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Figure 5.1. Mean egg volume (square root mm3) in relation to maternal A) body size
(mm3) and B) condition (mg). Symbols are adjusted values based on the whole model
reported in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. The primary sex ratio of individual broods in relation to maternal body size
(mm3). Symbols are back-transformed adjusted values based on the whole model reported
in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.3. Individual
egg volume in relation
to A) the total number
of eggs laid, and
interactions between
the order that eggs
were laid with B)
maternal body volume
(mm3) and C) maternal
condition (mg). For the
purposes of visualizing
interactions mothers
were divided into two
groups, large or small,
relative to the mean
body volume, and
good or poor, relative
to the condition index.
Symbols are adjusted
values based on the
whole model reported
in Table 5.3.A.
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Figure 5.4. Probability of
hatching in relation to A)
the total number of eggs
laid, B) egg volume (square
root mm3) and C) the
interaction of laying order
with the sex of the egg.
Symbols are backtransformed adjusted
values based on the whole
model reported in Table
5.3.B.
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Figure 5.5. Probability that an egg is female in relation to the interaction of maternal
body volume (mm3) and the order that eggs were laid. For the purposes of visualizing
interactions we divided mothers into two groups, large or small, relative to the mean body
volume. Symbols are back-transformed adjusted values based on the whole model
reported in Table 5.3.C.
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Figure 5.6. A) Offspring
density at different life
stages. Dashed and solid
lines separate galleries
produced by different
mothers. Larval trails,
pupal chambers and
emergence holes were
measured from the same
gallery. The solid line
separates analyses from
the models reported in
Table 5.4.A and B.
Symbols are backtransformed least
squares means ± SE. B)
Offspring density along
the gallery interacted
with maternal body
volume (mm3) at B) egg
and larval stages and at
C) larval, pupal and
adult stages. Data points
plotted for B) and C) are
raw values. Symbols for
C) are the mean of the
three life stages for each
mother at each distance.
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Figure 5.7. Probability of
larval survival in relation
to A) phloem thickness
(mm), B) maternal body
volume (mm3), and C) the
interaction of maternal
body volume (mm3) with
distance along the gallery
in 5 cm groups. Symbols
are back-transformed
adjusted values based on
the whole model reported
in Table 5.5.A.
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Figure 5.8. Pupal density in
relation to A) distance
along the gallery, B) larval
density and C) phloem
thickness (mm). Symbols
are back-transformed
adjusted values based on
the whole model reported in
Table 5.5.B.
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Figure 5.9. Offspring body volume (mm3) in relation to A) phloem thickness (mm) and
B) developmental mortality. Symbols are adjusted values based on the whole model
reported in Table 5.6.A.
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Figure 5.10. Tertiary sex ratio in relation to developmental mortality. Symbols are backtransformed adjusted values based on the whole model reported in Table 5.6.B.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

Adult sex ratios of mountain pine beetles are commonly female biased over space,
time and varying environmental conditions (Figure 1.1). The skew in sex ratios was
conventionally attributed to male-biased mortality, but this was based upon limited
evidence. This mechanistic explanation was unsatisfying and the consistency of the sex
ratio bias warranted consideration of why it exists and possible adaptive explanations.
The extensive environmental impact of this major forest pest in western North America
has motivated a wealth of research over the past half-century, and more that 15,000
papers, reports, books and book chapters have been published. Yet for such a wellstudied organism, although numerous studies have noted female-biased adult sex ratios
(Figure 1.1), none have unequivocally demonstrated male-biased mortality during the
juvenile stage. I conducted empirical studies integrating the well-studied ecology of the
system with general theory about sex allocation to understand the adaptive nature of
biased sex ratios in MPB. I tested three non-mutually exclusive hypotheses that could
account for female-biased adult sex ratios in MPB: (A) infection by a male-killing sexratio distorter, Wolbachia, (B) male-biased mortality, and (C) condition-dependent
investment (predictions and results summarized in Table 6.1).
In overview, my research determined for the first time that MPB primary sex
ratios are male biased and disproportionate male-mortality is the cause of female-biased
adult sex ratios. Male mortality could not be attributed to sex ratio distorters. Biased
mortality occurred predominantly after hatching, though during the investment period
when it is expected to affect selection of primary sex ratios towards the sex with the
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higher mortality (Fisher 1930), as I observed. Biased allocation was not observed equally
among all mothers, however. Condition-dependent investment favoured production of
sons by large mothers, while small mothers favoured production of daughters early in the
laying sequence, gradually switching to favour males by the end. Although offspring
body size was not strongly related to mother size, an important assumption of Trivers and
Willard (1973), eggs of larger mothers were larger and more likely to survive than those
of smaller mothers. Therefore, my results suggest that in response to differential male
mortality, selection has favoured greater production of males especially when the
mother's size or condition will lead to increased offspring survival, consistent with
expanded versions of the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis (Leimar, 1996; Schindler
et al. 2015). I elaborate on these results below.

Sex Ratio Distorters
A screen of ten populations for the sex ratio distorter, Wolbachia, a common
bacterial endosymbiont of insects, did not reveal its presence in this system (Chapter 2).
Unlike typical populations infected with Wolbachia, the sex ratio of adult mountain pine
beetles in these ten populations was not extremely female biased. In individual broods,
high hatch success and no difference in egg and larval densities were also inconsistent
with the presence of male-killing Wolbachia which would be expected to act early in
development (Chapter 5). My further research into alternative mechanisms (Chapters 3,
4, 5) shows that Wolbachia is not necessary to produce female-biased adult sex ratios,
although these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive.
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Other distorters may act to cause the male-biased mortality that was observed and
their presence in MPB could be worth consideration. Similar to Wolbachia in how they
act, the bacteria Spiroplasma or Cardinium can cause sex ratio biases through a variety of
mechanisms including feminizing, cytoplasmic incompatibility and male killing
(Engelstadter & Hurst, 2009). Another agent, microsporidia can distort sex ratios (Terry
et al., 2004) and has been detected in other beetles (Vilcinskas et al., 2015). Given the
high hatch rates of MPB, microsporidia may be the more likely candidate of the three, as
they are known to cause late male-killing, while Spiroplasma causes early male-killing in
beetles and Cardinium causes feminization (Zchori-Fein & Perlman, 2004; Tinsley &
Majerus, 2006; Engelstadter & Hurst, 2009).

Male-Biased Mortality
Adult Sex Ratios
My experimental manipulation of overwintering conditions of MPB is the first
study to provide unequivocal evidence in support of the differential mortality hypothesis
as a proximate mechanism explaining female-biased adult sex ratios in MPB (Chapter 4).
By randomly assigning logs to different treatments and statistically controlling for gallery
density, differences in mortality imposed by varying overwinter exposure could be
clearly linked to sex ratio. With greater mortality, the sex ratio was increasingly femalebiased. Interestingly, even without overwintering, sex ratios were female-biased,
suggesting additional mechanisms of differential mortality.
In Chapter 4, I did not account for a difference in the length of winter experienced
by beetles in each treatment. Beetles in the pre-winter treatment experienced a shorter
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winter that was interrupted when logs were removed to the laboratory to allow beetles to
resume development at room temperature, while logs in the other treatments were left to
overwinter. Although this does not alter my conclusion of male-biased mortality, future
work could control for a possible time effect to distinguish whether the mechanism for
increased mortality was the duration in juvenile stages or the intensity of cold. In order to
better control for the difference in exposure time, logs in the pre-winter treatment could
have been stored at a constant temperature while the other treatments were left outside to
overwinter, so that all beetles could resume development after experiencing the same
duration of winter but different intensities of cold.
I found evidence of male-biased mortality even under benign conditions, when
beetles were reared in the laboratory at low densities in cut logs, in which beetles did not
have to contend with tree defences, predators, pathogens or winter temperatures (Chapter
5). Male-biased mortality was observed at the egg stage and continued during the larval
and pupal stages to produce female-biased adult sex ratios. Differential hatch success
depended on the oviposition sequence. Males laid late in the sequence had lower hatch
rates than early laid males, while females had consistently high hatch rates. The sex
difference in hatch success with laying order provides variation upon which selection can
act.
For one sex to have substantially higher mortality than the other begs the question
"why would natural selection allow differential male mortality to persist?" One possible
explanation is female demographic dominance, which can favour genes that benefit
females more than males, as demonstrated in recent models (Harts et al., 2014). Because
of this selection for environments where females have better survival, differential
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mortality can remain resistant to selection (Harts et al., 2014). Selection for conditions
that are favourable to female survival may allow MPB to persist when populations are at
low density. During endemic phases MPB tend to attack weak or dying trees and
selection may be strongest during this stage.

Adult Body Size and Mortality
Developmental mortality reduces larval competition allowing nearby neighbours
or siblings access to a greater amount of resources and enabling them to achieve a larger
final body size (Chapters 3, 4). Larval males exhibit greater mortality rates than females
when overwintering (Chapter 4) or developing at a constant temperature (Chapter 5).
Future research should explore whether asymmetries in larval competition can account
for this differential mortality. Given female-biased sexual size dimorphism in MPB,
females likely develop at a faster rate and I have shown that their final body size is more
responsive to competition (Chapters 3, 4). Laboratory reared broods, (observed at an even
finer scale than in Chapter 5) with the level of competition manipulated by selectively
removing eggs, could be used to determine the effect of the sex of neighbouring siblings
on the extent of competition.
Release from competition in overwintering populations of mountain pine beetles
may have resulted in larger final body size of surviving individuals, suggesting that
increased mortality allows neighbouring larvae access to more resources (Chapter 4).
Although this was not supported in individual broods under much lower competition,
where body size decreased with greater mortality, this likely reflects low quality habitat
producing fewer, smaller individuals (Figure 5.9.B, Chapter 5).
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Resource-Dependent Investment
I did not find support for resource-dependent investment in relation to tree
characteristics. My field observations of the natural variation of female-biased sex ratios
provided inconsistent evidence to support resource-dependent sex ratios (Chapter 3).
Similarly, in my lab study, tree characteristics did not influence patterns of allocation
within broods in terms of egg size, number of eggs, gallery length, or egg density
(Chapter 5). The lack of an effect on allocation was surprising since phloem thickness,
tree diameter, and recent growth rate were important determinants of offspring body size
and survival, yet they did not seem to influence sex ratios (Chapters 3 and 5). Although
resource-dependent allocation is well established in other systems (reviewed in West &
Sheldon, 2002), mountain pine beetles might not respond to habitat quality for a number
of reasons. First, maternal resources may be limited after dispersal, and thus determine
reproductive effort rather than habitat quality. Second, phloem resources may not be very
predictable, as the level of competition will depend on the number of mothers joining the
attack and the extent of overwintering mortality of developing larvae. Finally, trade offs
between current and future reproduction come with substantial risk given the need to
disperse, find and attack another tree.
Experimental variation of environmental conditions could help to determine
whether mothers adjust sex ratios in response. Laboratory-reared broods with either
abrupt changes in phloem quality or constant phloem quality (harder to control) would
inform whether a mother responds to her external environment per se, or due to changes
in her own quality through consumption of phloem as she builds her egg gallery.
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Other traits could be used to indicate environmental or maternal quality and
resulting offspring quality. Emergence date and offspring body volume should indicate
development time such that high growth rates result in shorter development times, earlier
emergence and larger final body size (Day & Rowe, 2002; Plaistow et al., 2004).
Emergence date should reflect development time and could be a measure of quality,
however oviposition date is difficult to determine and will vary among and within sites,
trees and individual galleries. In Chapter 5, all galleries were started within a few days of
each other and emergence date of each offspring was known. However, oviposition
occurred over two weeks, so the exact oviposition date for each individual was unknown
and as such I was unable to calculate development time. The rate at which females
elongated their egg galleries could also be an indicator of their efficiency or quality,
however this variable was not considered in the analyses herein (Chapter 5).

Sex Allocation at Varying Scales
Population-Level Patterns of Allocation
In laboratory breeding studies I determined that primary sex ratios were malebiased (Chapter 5), and thus do not reflect biased investment towards female offspring as
might be expected given the female-biased adult sex ratios often observed in population
studies of emerging MPB (see also Chapters 2, 3, 4). However when combined with the
observation of greater male mortality, male-biased primary sex ratios support Fisher’s
(1930) expectation for equal investment.
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Brood-Level Patterns of Allocation
For a given maternal or environmental quality, females are expected to bias
allocation to the sex that will have greater reproductive value (Trivers & Willard, 1973;
Leimar, 1996). I found that maternal body size determined patterns of sex allocation
along the gallery (Chapter 5). Large mothers biased primary sex ratios toward sons,
suggesting sons have greater reproductive value than females, as in the original Trivers
and Willard (1973) hypothesis. Males will have higher reproductive value because they
are rare due to mortality.

Within-Gallery Patterns of Allocation
Condition-dependent investment interacted with laying order (Chapter 5).
Interestingly, I saw patterns of allocation change along the egg gallery. Larger mothers
laid more sons than daughters, and this male bias increased with laying sequence. Small
mothers initially laid more daughters, and like large mothers, the probability of producing
sons increased later in the laying sequence. Male and female eggs did not differ in size,
so mothers do not adjust allocation through egg size. However, egg size along the gallery
depended on mother size and condition. Larger and better-condition mothers laid larger
eggs, which had higher hatch rates and survival. So larger mothers are more likely to
produce male offspring that survive to the adult stage, at which point the sex ratio is
typically female-biased and surviving males will provide greater fitness returns.
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Integrating Male-Biased Mortality, Fisher and Condition-Dependent Investment
The Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis identifies a specific case in which
reproductive success of sons has a greater response to increased allocation by highquality mothers. While Trivers and Willard (1973) proposed that reproductive success,
that is, the number of offspring produced, might differ between the sexes for a given
amount of resources, Leimar (1996) broadened the predictions of their hypothesis based
on the concept of reproductive value, that is, the fraction of offspring contributed to a
future generation. Leimar (1996) showed that even with greater reproductive success of
males, when females have greater reproductive value due to matrilineal inheritance of
offspring quality, high quality females are expected to bias investment towards daughters.
However in MPB, large mothers did not produce large daughters, so Leimar’s (1996)
expectation of matrilineal inheritance of quality is not met. While both these hypotheses
are related to offspring body size and quality, which are important traits at the time of
reproduction, offspring must survive to reproductive maturity in order to benefit from any
differences in quality. Thus differential mortality of the sexes is a critical life history trait
that should influence how mothers invest in each sex.
A recent broadening of the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis demonstrates
that sex-biased mortality can play a greater role than body size in determining how a
mother should invest in their offspring (Schindler et al., 2015). Through a predictive twosex model, using demographic data from bighorn sheep and Columbian ground squirrels,
Schindler et al. (2015) show that when mother condition affects survival, an increase in
investment is expected towards the sex with greater mortality throughout their lifespan.
Kahn et al. (2015) show that this expectation holds as an optimal strategy when larvae
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compete for shared resources. When siblings compete and mortality of one sex leaves
remaining resources available for the surviving sex, mothers should bias investment
towards the sex with greater mortality in order to equalize allocation (Kahn et al., 2015).
Thus, when differential mortality is considered, expectations of optimal allocation can be
the same for Fisher (1930) and Trivers and Willard (1973).
At the population level, the patterns in MPB support Fisher’s principle of equal
investment in response to differential mortality. However, in MPB competition among
siblings and differential environmental effects on the fitness of sons and daughters may
violate some of the underlying assumptions of Fisher’s (1930) principle. While meeting
all the conditions to test Fisher’s principle is likely to be rare (West 2009), others have
shown that expectations still hold under conditions of sibling competition (Kahn et al.,
2015).

Implications for Mountain Pine Beetle
During outbreaks, the MPB has an enormous ecological impact as well as
important economic implications for the forest industry. A consequence of the
reproductive strategy of MPB is the death of their host tree, typically mature lodgepole
pine. Lodgepole pine is a dominant tree species in western North America, and the scale
of the MPB outbreak over the last 15 years is unprecedented for forest pests, affecting
millions of hectares of forest (Jarvis & Kulakowski, 2015). In addition, they are now
active in the boreal forest in a new host species, jack pine, Pinus banksiana (Cullingham
et al., 2011). Extensive tree mortality caused by MPB during outbreaks has wide ranging
effects on the forest structure (Pec et al., 2015), wildlife (Saab et al., 2014; Cockle &
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Martin, 2015), fire dynamics (Jenkins et al., 2014), hydrological processes such as snow
melt (Winkler et al., 2014), metal mobility in soils (Mikkelson et al., 2014) and carbon
sequestration (Kurz et al., 2008), in addition to economic losses of prime harvestable
timber (Wagner et al., 2006).
Overwintering mortality due to freezing plays an important role in regulating
populations of mountain pine beetles (Macias Fauria & Johnson, 2009; Safranyik et al.,
2010). However, during the current outbreak MPB have expanded their range into higher
elevations, colder climates, and have moved northward by over 500 kilometers (Janes et
al., 2014). The insulating effect of snow cover on survival of MPB (Chapter 4) has
implications for both monitoring and modeling over-winter survival and population
growth. The height at which samples are collected to determine overwintering survival
could lead to an underestimate of MPB survival if much of the tree trunk below this level
was insulated by snow during winter. As such, sampling could be done both above and
below snow level. Population modelling could also account for snow cover when data are
available. Further, it is important to consider how environmental conditions might affect
populations in the face of climate change. It is predicted for the Rocky Mountain region
that winter temperatures will be warmer and precipitation more variable (Haughian et al.,
2012). If precipitation comes in the form of snow this may allow for greater survival of
beetles over winter. However, if warmer temperatures cause a reduction in the
maintenance of snow cover over winter, then beetles will be exposed to greater variation
in temperature and may experience higher mortality.
Population sex ratios are likely to have important implications for the population
dynamics of MPB. As the pioneering sex, females select which trees to attack and the
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density of attacks will determine whether females can successfully kill a tree in order to
reproduce in it. Thus the proportion of females in the population is expected to affect
attack behaviour and success as well as population growth. At the population level, MPB
mortality and resulting sex ratios should vary at different stages of an outbreak depending
on the quality of habitat available, whether beetles are attacking healthy or weakened
trees, and the level of competition within trees. If male-biased sex ratios are observed in
MPB populations, that likely indicates high survival of both sexes, and thus good quality
environmental conditions. When populations experience greater mortality and conditions
are poor, sex ratios will be more female-biased. Future work could examine whether
primary sex ratios are adjusted to a greater extent under these different conditions when
greater mortality should be expected.
Through my research I found that sex ratio varied at many scales. Given the
multitude of scales, among sites or populations, within trees, and among and within
broods, I do not recommend population sex ratios be used alone as an indication of
mortality or stage of infestation. I have shown that survival of developing brood will
depend on mother quality, competition, phloem thickness, and overwintering conditions.
However these different factors and their contribution to mortality will not be discernable
without closer inspection. In general, at the population level, male-biased or equal adult
sex ratios indicated low mortality, while female-biased adult sex ratios indicated high
mortality. Given the observed individual variation in primary sex ratio, mortality should
be measured directly as well as sex ratio.
Biological control of mountain pine beetle may be possible and the effect of and
on sex ratios should be considered. Methods could be considered to control populations
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of MPB similar to those being used to control mosquitos carrying dengue, such as
inducing cytoplasmic incompatibility through Wolbachia infection (Hoffmann et al.,
2011), or releasing genetically engineered sterile males (Harris et al., 2011; Harris et al.,
2012). Given the well-known female-bias in adult sex ratios, and the proclivity for both
sexes to mate multiply, an even greater number of sterile males may be needed to be
effective. When rearing MPB for release for biological control, using the largest female
beetles and good habitat quality will ensure the maximum survival of males to adulthood.
Although a release of sterile males would create male-biased adult sex ratios, the few
non-sterile males that do successfully reproduce will have very high reproductive values,
possibly selecting for primary sex ratios favouring sons. I expect this would lead to
selection for multiple mating by females to increase the chance of mating with a male
with viable sperm. It may also lead to a prolonged flight season as females continue to
produce pheromone cues to attract viable mates. The large geographic scale currently
affected by MPB, the effort required to rear enough sterile males to overwhelm the
population, and the timing of their release throughout the flight season may make this
method of biological control a formidable challenge.

Summary
The results of my thesis as they relate to predictions for sex ratio based on
Fisher’s (1930) principle, the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis and two more recent
models (Kahn et al., 2015; Schindler et al., 2015) are summarized in Table 6.1. Prior to
this research, differential mortality had been suggested as a mechanism causing femalebiased adult sex ratios in MPB, but it had not been experimentally tested. Through an
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experimental field study and laboratory studies I found conclusive support for the
differential male-mortality hypothesis as a mechanism biasing adult sex ratios. Given
these patterns as well as male-biased primary sex ratios I was able to reject the hypothesis
that adult sex ratios are female-biased due to condition-dependent allocation favouring
daughters. The weight of evidence supports that primary sex ratios in MPB are malebiased in response to this male-biased mortality, supporting both population level (Fisher
1930) and individual strategies (Trivers & Willard, 1973) for optimal allocation. At the
population level, Fisher’s prediction for equal investment in response to male-biasedmortality was supported, although some assumptions may not be met. However, the
greatest strength of my results is the examination of individual brood sex ratios that
demonstrates condition-dependent investment favours sons and is likely in response to
male-biased mortality during development. Further work is needed to better understand
the causes of male-biased mortality during development and to calculate the reproductive
value of each sex to determine whether male-biased primary sex ratios are an adaptive
response to this mortality.
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Table 6.1. Predicted and observed primary and secondary sex ratios of mountain pine
beetles for the differential mortality and condition-dependent investment hypotheses.
Bold font indicates patterns supported with superscripts indicating the thesis chapter in
which those results can be found.
Primary
sex ratio (1°)
!

Differential proximate mechanism
Male
Mortality Fisher's prediction A,B,C

equal

female-biased 2,3,4,5

male-biased 5

female-biased 3,4,5

If sons are more
Poor* female-biased 5
strongly influenced by
maternal investment
Good* male-biased 5
Condition- D,E
Dependent
Investment If daughters are more Poor* male-biased
strongly influenced by
maternal investment E Good* female-biased
A

Secondary
sex ratio (2°)

female-biased 4,5
male-biased 5
male-biased
female-biased

Fisher (1930)
Kahn et al. (2015)
C
Schindler et al. (2015)
D
Offspring reproductive success in the case of the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis
E
Offspring reproductive value in the case of the Leimar (1996)
* “Poor” and “Good” indicate maternal or environmental quality at the time of
reproduction.
2,3,4,5
Indicates thesis chapter supporting the described sex ratio.
B
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Order:
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Family:
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Dendroctonus

Species:
Common Name:

ponderosae
mountain pine beetle
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Geographic Description:

Beetles were collected at sites in Parson, BC, Yoho,
Kootenay and Banff National Parks and Bow Valley Wildland
Provincial Park.

Bounding Coordinates:
West:

-116.68 degrees

East:

-115.15 degrees

North:

51.39 degrees

South:

50.66 degrees

Date collected:

2008-2009

General Sampling Design:

At sites in Parson, BC, Yoho, Kootenay and Banff National
Parks, seven naturally attacked lodgepole pine trees were
randomly selected and traps were placed directly on trees to
collect emerging beetles. Beetles emerged from July to
September 2008. At sites in Bow Valley Wildland Provincial
Park, all naturally attacked lodgepole pine trees were felled
and logs containing larval beetles were enclosed at room
temperature in the laboratory to allow beetles to complete
development and emerge. Logs from Nakiska were collected
in March 2008 and logs from Sparrowhawk were collected in
April 2009.
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Table A.1. Metadata for mountain pine beetle sex ratios from populations used in
Wolbachia screens
Variable
Province

Label
Province

Park

Park

SiteName

Site Name

Definition
Alberta or British
Columbia, Canada
Regions studied
included three
National Parks and
two other regions
Tree stand

SiteNum
Latitude

Site
Number
Latitude

Unique site number
for each site
Latitude

Longitude

Longitude

Longitude

TreeNum

TreeNum

TreeID

TreeID

NumFemales

Number of
Females

NumMales

Number of
Males

FemalesAndMales

Number of
Females
and Males

Unique tree number
for each tree
At each site, 6 to 13
trees were sampled
The number of
females that emerged
as adults from each
tree
The number of males
that emerged as
adults from each tree
The total number of
males and females
that emerged as
adults from each tree
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Unit

Decimal
degrees
Decimal
degrees

Type
Nominal

n
2

Nominal

5

Nominal

10

Nominal

10

Continuous

10

Continuous

10

Integer

75

Nominal

75

Integer

3126

Integer

1969

Integer

5095
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Order:

Coleoptera

Family:

Curculionidae

Genus:

Dendroctonus

Species:
Common Name:
Geographic Description:

ponderosae
mountain pine beetle
Logs cut from naturally attacked trees were collected from a
single site near Sparrowhawk along the Spray Lakes
Reservoir and HWY 742.
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Bounding Coordinates:
West:

-115.3185

North:

50.9403

Date collected:

2008-2009

General Sampling Design:

All naturally attacked lodgepole pine trees were felled at a
single site and cut into six 30 cm logs. Logs containing larval
beetles were enclosed at room temperature in the laboratory
to allow beetles to complete development and emerge. Two
logs per tree were assigned to one of three treatments. The
pre-winter treatment logs were collected 4 Dec. 2008. Logs
were collected 18 April 2009 for the post-winter (above and
below snow) treatments.

Table B.1. Metadata by log for mountain pine beetle productivity, population sex ratios
and body size in response to overwintering mortality.
Variable
Retrieved

Label
Retrieved

Treatment

Treatment

TreeLetter

Tree Letter

LogHeight

Log Height

LogOrderFromGround

Log Order
From Ground
Number of
Females

NumFemales
NumMales

Number of
Males

NumSexUnknown

Number of
Sex Unknown

TotalEmerged

Total
Emerged

PrpFemale

Proportion
Female

Definition
Logs retrieved Before
winter on 4 Dec. 2008 or
After winter on 18 April
2009.
Logs retrieved pre-winter
on 4 Dec. 2008 or After
winter on 18 April 2009
after treatment below or
above snow.
Unique letter for each tree
Lower 3 and higher 3 logs
cut from each tree
Logs were numbered from
the base of the tree 1 - 6.
The number of females
that emerged as adults
from each log
The number of males that
emerged as adults from
each log
The number of beetles that
emerged as adults from
each log but whose sex
was unable to be
determined
The total number of males
and females and beetles of
unknown sex that emerged
as adults from each log
Number of females divided
by total emerged for each
log. By including beetles of
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Unit

Type
Nominal

n
2

Nominal

3

Nominal

15

Nominal

2

Integer

6

Integer

90

Integer

90

Integer

90

Integer

90

Continuous

64

Variable

Label

sqrtvolume

Square Root
Body Volume

GalleryLengthM

Total Length
of Maternal
Galleries

LNGalleryLengthM

LN Total
Length of
Maternal
Galleries
Circumference
of the Log

LogCircumferenceCM

Definition
unknown sex in the
denominator, this provides
a conservative estimate of
sex ratio, which is typically
female-biased.
Square root transformed
body size calculated as the
volume of an ellipsoid
using half the total length
and half the pronotal width
as the radii.
The total length of all
maternal egg galleries on
the log after emergence
was complete and bark
was removed.
LN transformed Total
length of maternal galleries

Unit

Type

n

Continuous

64

m

Continuous

90

LN m

Continuous

87

Circumference of the Log

cm

Continuous

90

!mm

3

LogHeightCM

Height of the
Log

Height of the Log

cm

Continuous

90

LogSAm2

Surface Area
of the Log

m

2

Continuous

90

LogNumAttacks

Number of
Attacks per
log

Integer

90

MeanTreePhloem

Mean Tree
Phloem
Thickness

Continuous

90

OWMortalityindex

Overwintering
Mortality Index

Surface area of the log
calculated using
circumference and height
The number of J-shaped
maternal gallery starts on
each log counted after
emergence was complete
and bark was removed.
The middle log was used
to calculate the mean
phloem thickness based
on three equally spaced
measurements.
An index of mortality
based on the expected
offspring production for
each log

Continuous

87
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mm

Table B.2. Metadata by beetle for mountain pine beetle productivity, population sex
ratios and body size in response to overwintering mortality.
Variable
Retrieved

Label
Retrieved

Treatment

Treatment

TreeLetter

Tree Letter

LogHeight

Log Height

LogOrderFromGround

Log Order
From Ground

Plate

Plate

Row

Row

Col

Column

Emergence Date

Emergence
Date

Sex

Sex

Length
Width
Volume

Length
Width
Volume

SqrtVolume

Square Root
Body Volume

Definition
Logs retrieved Before
winter on 4 Dec. 2008 or
After winter on 18 April
2009.
Logs retrieved prewinter on 4 Dec. 2008 or
After winter on 18 April
2009 after treatment
below or above snow.
Unique letter for each
tree
Lower 3 and higher 3
logs cut from each tree
Logs were numbered
from the base of the tree
1 - 6.
Beetles stored in 96-well
plates
Beetles stored in 96-well
plates, rows A-H
Beetles stored in 96-well
plates, columns 1-12
Serial number indicating
date the beetle emerged
and was collected. By
default, January 1, 1900
is serial number 1, and
January 1, 2008 is serial
number 39448.
Sex determined
according to the
presence (male) or
absence (female) of a
stridulation organ on the
penultimate tergite.
Total length of beetle
Pronotal width of beetle
Body volume calculated
as an ellipsoid using half
the total length and half
the pronotal width as the
radii.
Square root transformed
body size calculated as
the volume of an
ellipsoid using half the
total length and half the
pronotal width as the
radii.
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Unit

Type
Nominal

2

Nominal

3

Nominal

13

Nominal

2

Integer

6

Integer

34

Nominal

8

Integer

12

days

3278

mm
mm
3
mm

!mm

n

3

Nominal

3263

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

3177
3217
3177

Continuous

3177

Variable
GalleryLengthM

Label
Total Length
of Maternal
Galleries

LNGalleryLengthM

LN Total
Length of
Maternal
Galleries
Surface Area
of the Log

LogSAm2

MeanTreePhloem

Mean Tree
Phloem
Thickness

OWMortalityindex

Overwintering
Mortality
Index

Definition
The total length of all
maternal egg galleries
on the log after
emergence was
complete and bark was
removed.
LN transformed Total
length of maternal
galleries

Unit
m

Type
Continuous

n
3304

LN m

Continuous

3301

Surface area of the log
calculated using
circumference and
height
The middle log was
used to calculate the
mean phloem thickness
based on three equally
spaced measurements.
An index of mortality
based on the expected
offspring production for
each log

m

2

Continuous

3304

mm

Continuous

3304

Continuous

3301
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